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Williams Gets
$5,000 Literary
Award

Campus Chest Drive
Underway W ith Dance

Thomas Williams, assistant
professor of English at UNH,
last night received the first
Roos-Atkins Literary Award of
$5,000 for his volume of short
stories, “ A High New House."
The book was selected by a
jury consisting of Herbert
Gold, Albert Guerard, and
George P. Elliott. Sponsored
by a California apparel firm,
the prize is the largest in the
United States with the excep
tion of publishers’ awards.^
It stems from an advertising
series sponsored by the apparel
c h a i n featuring well-known
American writers on California
radio stations. The Roos-At
kins Award will be given each
year for a published novel or
volume of stories or poetry by
“ an American writer beginning
his career."
THE CITATION was pre
sented to Williams by Gold,
chairman of the panel which
selected Williams’ book. Fea
tured speaker at'the dinner was
Nelson Algren, author of “ The
Man With Golden Arms.’’
The 36-year old teacher of
creative writing and freshman
English is a native of Minne
sota. He attended public and
private schools in his home
state, in New York City, and in
New Hampshire.
After serving in the U.S.
Army from 1944 to 1946, he
attended the University of New
Hampshire under the GI Bill
and graduated in 1950.
FOLLOWING g r a d u ation
Williams attended the Univers
ity of Paris and the Creative
Writers’ Workshop at tht State
University of Iowa. He re
turned to the New Hampshire
campus to earn his master’s
degree in English in 19’8 and
joined the UNH faculty the
same dear.
His first novel. “ Ceremony of
Love,’’ was published in 1955,
^nd was followed by “ Town
.(Continued on page 16)

Plans fo r the annual Campus Chest drive, to
raise funds fo r charity purposes, are now underway
here. This year’s drive will be conducted Oct, 25N ov. 1.

UNH Freshman
Dies In Car Crash
A UNH freshman, Penelope
“ Penny" Keough, 18, of Little
ton, was killed in an auto acci
dent early Saturday morning.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James F. Keough, she died of a
fractured skull and fractured
neck, according to Dr. D. H.
Blodgett, Coos County deputy
medical referee. She was pro
nounced dead at the crash
scene.
State Police said that Miss
Keough was driving alone on
Rte. 135 in Dalton when her
eastbound auto failed to nego
tiate a left hand curve about
1 a.m. _ Saturday. Her car
swerved off the road, returned,
then overturned landing on its
wheels in the center of the
highway.
A. requiem mass was cele
brated yesterday.

REPUBLICAN HOPEFUL
New York Governor Nelson
A. Rockefeller greeted UNH students here Friday, and del
ivered a major address in Lewis Field House that night. He
claimed that it was “ no secret’’ that he was considering run
ning for p^residential nomination, but left the state Satur
day without announcing a definite intention.
— Charter Weeks Photo

R ockefeller O utlines
Kennedy Criticism
By Nick Littlefield

New York’s Governor Nelson
A. Rockefeller tested New
Hampshire political opinions in
three major addresses through
out the state last weekend.
He- told more than 2,000
people here Friday night that
it was “ no secret” he was con
sidering the Republican Presi
dential nomination in 1964.
He outlined in his speech five
fundamental differences he has
with the Kennedy Administra
tion: the importance of the
free enterprise system; the im
portance of a balanced budget;
separation and responsibilities
of state and federal govern
ment; the preservation of U.S.
alliances and the rising Com
munist threat.
AT COLBY Junior College,
in New London, he attacked
Senator Barry Goldwater for
international views that spelled
of disaster for the future
freedom.”
He charged the Arizona Re
publican with opposition to
the World Bank, the United
Nations and. aid to foreign
nations.
In his speech here, he also
state-d that his challenge, to
Goldwater for a public debate
was on the application of the
Republican platform, not on
its policy.
HE SAID at a news confer
ence in Concord that “ the more
debate of the Repulblican policy
application before the public,
the better it is for the Re
publican Party.”
Goldwater said in a speech
over the weekend that a public
debate of party policy could
only hurt Republican chances
in the 1964 elections.
Rockefeller was given an
enthusiastic welcome through

out the state on his flying twoday visit.
HE SAID IN his speech here
that “ it is no secret. . . that the
polls have me running behind
(Sen. Goldwater). But as far
as I am concerned, that is
irrelevant. Fou can’t stand
for principle and run for cover
when the going gets a little
rough.
“ You just fight a little harder
— and that’s exactly what I am
doing."
The Governor has made no
commitments about entering
the 1964 New Hampshire pri
mary next March.

A goal of $1,600 has been set,
according to co-chairmen Mar
cia Marston and June Roy, to
be used for indoor recreation
equipment for children at the
Concord State Hospital.
THE DRIVE is being spread
over two weekends, and will in
clude a dance, carnival and
personal solicitations.
Festivities begin tomorrow
night with the Campus Chest
dance in the Strafford Room,
featuring two campus-based
bands — the Crossfires and the
Checkmates. Both groups have
donated their services to the
drive, according to Miss Mars
ton. The dance will be held in
the Memorial Union, at 8 p.m.
On Fridav, Nov. 1, a gala
Carnival will be held in Lewis
Field House, with booths and
.entertainment . p r o v i d e d by
nearly all houafing units at
UNH. Prizes are being donated
by Dover, Durham and Ports
mouth merchants, to be given
to individuals and housing un
its raising the most money for
the charity affair.
Proceeds of last year’s Cam
pus Chest drive were used to
provide equinment for the La
conia State School.
Committee members include:
DANCE — Sue Hennessey,
Kathy Ford, Pat Hicky, Sandee
Schriftgeisser and Nancy Stone.
PLANNING — Keith Mortenson, Linda Conley, Irene DuBois, Larry Olivier, Sandee^
S c h r i f t g e i s s e r and Mary
Shaughessy.
SOLICITING — Bob Dyde,
Don Hackett, Sue Hennessey,
Keith Mortenson, Stan Papa-

christes and Sandee Schrift
geisser.
PUBLICITY— Melinda Heneage, Terry Andrews, Helen
Dutton and Gretchen Stahley.
CLEANUP — Mary Shaughnessy, Don Hackett and Stan
Papachiistes.

'Brave New W orld’
Opens Tomorrow;
First Production
The brave new world of a
future ruled by science is com
ing to UNH this weekend and
next.
The world of “ feelies”—three
dimensional, stereophonic movie
which can be “felt” by the
audience; of soma- the all purp o 3e
tranquilizing wonder
drug; of test tube babies and
sleep indoctrination created in
Aldous Huxley’s Brave New
World has been adapted for
the Johnson Theater stage by
John Edwards of the Depart
ment of Speech and Drama.
“ Brave New World," adap
ted in the “ chamber theatre’*
mode of presentation, will fea
ture futuristic staging and
lighting techniques.
A “ MUSICAL score” for no
musical instruments has been
“ composed” by speech major
Tony Gilmore. His combo con
sists of car horns, broken tubs,
a .22 pistol, broken glass and
pieces of discarded kitchen
ware. Four performers will
play Gilmore’s selections.
The cast for “ Brave New
(Continued on page 16)

THE DELTA TWINS — Martha Berry and Polly Ashton^ in a scene from “ Brave
New World," University Theater’s first production of the year. The play, which is
adapted from Alduous Huxley’ s book of the same name, will be shown this weekend
and next in Johnson Theater.
— Charter Weeks Photo
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- W hat’s Up Around The Campus (iallery R, PAC, until Novem will be Tuesday, Oct. 29 —
ber 10.
Thursday, 1-5 p.m., Strafford
Room, MUR.
TV Workshop for students
who want to learn by working
in television, Mon. - Fri., 7 - 9
On Sunday, Mrs. Norman
p.m. Applv
at WENH-TV,
Whippen
of Lee, will speak to
MUR.
the Unitarian-Universalist Fel
Student Union Tape Room is lowship at 10 a.m. in the Fel
offering instruction M onday lowship House at 2 Rallard
and Wednesday nights, 6-7
Street. Mrs. Whippen, long a
prominent figure nationally in
The Student Union Organiza
tion is spon.soring a program the Association of Universalist
on the art o f judo and karate Women, will speak on ‘The
tonight at 8, Strafford Room. History of the As.sociation of
M l'R. Rrief and informal. Free Universalist M'omen.” All those
admi.ssion.
intere.sted are welcome to at
tend. A coffee hour is held after
Red Cross Rlood Drawing the service each Sunday.
The UNH - Model Railroad
Club will be the guests of the
MIT Model Railroad Club at
MIT, Cambridge, Mass., Satur
day. Members and anyone in
terested must be at the MUR at
noon for transportation. The
next meeting of the club is
Tuesday, Nov. 5 at ’ p.m., MUR.
Movies will be shown.
Any seniors interested in
fifth-year programs in other
universities leading to the Mas
ter of Arts in Teaching or Mas
ter of Education degrees are
invited to see I’ rofessor T. t).
Marshall in Murkland,
1C.
Many of the programs carry
substantial financial aid. Pre
vious work in Education is not
a requirement. A major in one
of the fields taught in schools
and a strong academic record
are essential.
Seniors should see Professor
Marshal before November 1.
.luniors and underclassmen who
might be interested in this plan
may see him at any later date.

MATCHED MOMAN — Mrs. Nelson A. Rockefeller —
“ Happy” — received many less-than-political stares during
her vi.sit here last week. Happy, Governor Rockefeller’s
second wife, has been the subject of much discussion regard
ing her husband’s chances of getting to the White House.
— Charter Weeks Photo

They helped make a major advance in medical technology

Deseret Club meeting Mon
day at 7 p.m. in the Carroll
Room. MUR. Everyone is wel
come. Topic of the talk is
“ Rook of Mormon.”
For those who have not had
ID photos taken, a camera will
be in operation Friday, 1:304 p.m.. Conference Room, Floor
R. Library. LAST CHANCE.
The Student Union movie
Sunday at 7:30 p.m., Strafford
Room, MUR is “ Pepe.” with
Cantinflas. Color. Admission is
free.
Army ROTC Awards Cere
mony and Parade. Tuesday at
2 p.m. on Memorial Field next
to NH Hall.
Sigma XI lecture with Dr.
George Wood well, of Rrookhaven National Laboratory, Up
ton, R. I., speaking on “ The E f
fects of Ionizing Radiation on
Ecosystems,” T h u r s d a y at
8 p.m., MUR.
Photographs by Adrian Rouchard, head of the Rureau o f
Photography
at
Dartmouth
College are being exhibited un
til Thursday in the Hewitt Hall
Exhibition Corridor.
Oceanic sculpture from the
Olson Foundation in Connecti
cut is on exhibit until Thurs
day in Gallery A, Paul Arts
Center and two exhibits o f de
sign in man-made products:
eight concepts of the ideal the
ater and design for sport in

Tom-E*s Traveling
Pizza
Free Delivery in Durham

868-2274
Open Daily Except Saturday
From 5:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Publiahed weekly thronshont the
college year by the stndents of the
Uniyeraity of New Hampahire
Entered aa aecond-claaa m atter at
the Poat Office at Durham, New
Hampahire, under the Act of March
8. 1879.
Accepted for m ailing at
apecial rate of poatase provided
for in acctien 1183, A c t of October
8, 1917.
Authoriaed September 1,
1918.
Advertiainr Eepreaentatiyea: N a
tional Advertiainc Service, Inc.
Subacription rate $3.90 per year.
Local advertiainc accepted at the
rate of $1.35 per column inch.

.. .yet there's not an "M. D." in the house
These six men were members of a team that developed
an x-ray system so advanced that, even with exposure
to x-radiation reduced by 80%, images come out much
sharper on the diagnostician's viewing screen. By bring
ing to the task the unique talents, experience, and
educational background of each member, this team of
experts has made it possible for radiologists and phy
sicians to do a better job of medical diagnosis.
Of these six men from General Electric's X-Ray
Department, Milwaukee, four have degrees in engi
neering, one majored in physics and math, and the
sixth in economies. Not one was trained primarily in
medical science—although, of course, their Depart
ment works closely with the medical profession. Nor
did any of them anticipate, when in college, that their
major subjects would be put to use in providing
improved tools for diagnostic medicine. But they did
recognize —as their record shows —that better-thanaverage performance could qualify them for challeng
ing jobs with a forward-looking company like General
Electric.
There are hundreds of such teams at General Elec
tric today. Their make-up varies, and almost every field
of specialization, technical and non-technical, is rep
resented somewhere in the Company. The projects
are just as varied: nose cones for missiles, desaliniza

tion of sea water, computers,or power plants to squeeze
more electricity from a pound of coal or a gram of
atomic fuel.
The more than .36,000 college graduates at General
Electric comprise one of the largest and most varied
pools of talent in the nation. But the Company's future
is, in many ways, wrapped up in people still in school
and college. As projects increase in size and com
plexity, so will the need for able young people. People
who demonstrate, through their college record, the
best use of their educational opportunities, who know
the meaning of excellence, who understand the dif
ferences between specialization and narrowness,
breadth and shallowness. Such people, working to
gether, will make up the teams of the future, and be
the architects of what we call progress.
The team (left to right): jerry E. Rich, Georgetown Col
lege, Ky.,'53; Robert). Mueller, Marquette,'44; William
A. Mayer, Univ. of Calif.,'47; John P. Kelley, R.P.I.,'47;
William C. Waggoner, West Va. Univ., '33, Pratt Inst.,
'37; Arthur Pruneau, Univ. of Vermont, '52.
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Cinema In Review:

Crowther Talks On Films
By Bert Brown
Several weeks ago we had a
long talk with Bosley Crowther,
motion picture critic for the
New York Times. The inter
view was recorded, and the
following represents some of
our notes:
I
During the interview we were
reminded of a remark which
has been attributed to Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr., an historian
and an associate of the Presi
dent. Schlesinger, has claimed
that the Kennedy administra
tion is progressively pragmatic.
What he means is that the ad
ministration rejects theories of
government; that it is not pro
grammatic; that it meets spe
cific problems with specific (and
presumably progressive) solu
tions.
Pragmatism is America’s dis
tinct contribution to philosophic
thought. The distinctive Amer
ican mode is pragmatic. Mr.
Crowther is a distinctly Amer
ican critic with a distinctly
American and pragmatic out
look, and his great influence
(because he is after all Amer
ica’s most influential film critic,
or, if you will, movie reviewer)
is based on this.
II
BB: What are you working
on?
CROWTHER:
I am cur
rently preparing a book about
the 45 or 50 great films, a
review in depth.
Not many
surprises: Birth of a Nation,
Intolerance, Oalogari,^ Citizen
Kane, Best years of Our Lives.
A few surprises among the re
cent pictures but I won’t say
what they are.
BB: Did you discover any
films during your research that
you had overlooked ?
CROWTHER: Well, one I
liked quite unexpectedly was
Harold Lloyd’s Grandma’s Boy.
BB: Is there a reason why
the old comedies, like Harold
Lloyd’s World Comedy, are do
ing so well?
CROWTHER: Probably two
reasons. Probably contempor
ary motion pictures are not as
satisfactory as they could be,
and people like to look at the
old motion pictures. Also, the
motion picture has reached the
status of an art with a tradi
tion. People want to see them
with an art lover’s search, or
an antiquarian interest. But
it’s definitely not a cult, though.
The old movies definitely have
charm.
BB: When you examined the
list of the films you liked, or
the films you chose for your
book, did you discover any de
finable principle linking the
films?
CROWTHER: No. Although

DANTE’S

Italian Sandwich
Shop
MONDAY — FRIDAY
11:00 a.m. — 1 pjn.
4:30 p.m. — 12:00 p,m,
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
4:30 p.m. — 1^:00 pjn.
DELIVERY of SANDWICH
ORDER of FIVE or MORE
10 Jenkins Ct., Durham, N.H.
UN «-27l2

I do find I have a predilection
for sophisticated comedy: Touch
of Mink, Lover Come Back,
Pillow Talk, which I liked per
haps a little better than I
should. They’re similar to the
great comedies of the 30’s: It
Happened One Night, The Aw
ful Truth, Nothing Sacred.
Also films of nobility or hero
ism: In Which We Serve, Bridge
on the River Kwai, Twelve O’
clock High. Maybe there are
literary or story values I am
disposed to.
BB: Do you have any favor
ite directors?
CROWTHER: No, I don’t
see a film just because of a
director. Although I find that
over the years John Ford has
received a lot of good reviews
from me, as many as any direc
tor. I don’t like early Fellini as
much as perhaps I should have,
as you might have supposed
from the later films. I don’t like
Cabiria (Nights or Cabiria: my
add). The concept of that little
girl (GiuKetta Massina: my
add) as a prostitute was hard
to take.
BB: Any favorite actors?
Someone who makes your face
light up when you know he’s in
a picture you are going to see?
CROWTHER: No, I don’t
think so. From a casting point
of view, the Misfits excite my
interest, although the picture
didn’t gratify me. I guess Gable
is my all time favorite. One of
my delights, and my critical
judgement is not concerned
remarkably arrogant. It was
always amusing to see him.
BB: Brando ?
CROWTHER:
Brando
is
perhaps among the five great
motion picture actors of all
times — the best actor we have
on stage or screen today. I
would like to see that Napolean
of his again (Desiree: my add)
and judge it against what I

know he can do.
BB:You’ve always seemed to
admire Kurosawa as a direc
tor?
CROWTHER; Yes, although
he is perhaps too eclectic. He
steals generally without even
disguising it. He is not essen
tially Japanese.
BB: You like to get a sense
of authenticity?
CROWTHER: Yes. For ex
ample Ray (Satyajit Ray: my
add) — now he is the director
of India. You feel that the
precise, cultural values he is
displaying are the original.
BB: Antonioni:
CROWTHER: I think An
tonioni uses an elaboration, or
extension, of the stream of con
sciousness technique, using a
character, a woman in every
instance her anxieties and ex
periences. He uses a stream
of consciousness, or stream of
activity from the time he picks
her up until the picture con
cludes, and he tips us off to
this technique in Eclipse, where
the unpeopled shots at the end
are a resume of all the moods
the woman has gone through.
I would like to see L’Avventura
again. I was impatient with it.
Antonioni presumes too much
on my intelligence. Why did he
take So damn long to give me
some information and get me
into a certain mood from which
we could go on to something
else ? Why such a length of
time on that damn island? I
respect Antonioni.
I admire
tremendously his skill with the
image and his eloquence with

the camera. He can develop a
but Antonioni has not assured
character writhe, like Bergman,
tension and prolong it, make a
himself he can take a story and
make it move. He must learn
the dramatic technique — make
a story move in a dramatic
pattern.
He can prolong a
mood, can make it move in a
mood pattern, but not a dra
matic pattern.
BB: Truffaut?
CROWTHER: I don’t know
what’s happened to Truffaut. It
seems to me Truffaut has retro
gressed. I regret that very
much. I thought parts of Jules
and Jim were beautiful. I
thought parts were insufferable.
Truffffaut has fallen into the
apparent trap of most of the
French boys and girls.
Too
here, was Jack Holt. He was
introverted, too concerned with
in-jokes, in-techniques. I under
stand they are trying to break
away from conventional kinds
of movie .story telling, and I
agree we must get away from
the well made plot.
BB: Renoir?
CROWTHER: Grand Illus
ion — one of the all-time
greats. It takes its subject seri
ously. You can’t treat prison
humorously. But Elusive CorporaL I can”t understand why
Renoir had to be funny in a
prisofi camp.
BB: If fiilm is an art as' we
agree it is, is a canon of criti
cism necessary, or useful?
CROWTHER: No. a canon
is not desirable. It limits and
confines the reactions of the

individual to a preconception,
and I don’t think it should. I
don’t think that every critic
should like the same pictures
that I do. We should have as
much variety as possible.
I
don’t mind abuse. I respect
good, strong opinion. It is
absolutely essential to criticism
of a serious nature for the
critic to be able to rationalize
in an intelligent way, or give
a fairly intelligent argument
for his taste. I say exactly
what I feel, and let the chips
fall where they may.
Ill
What are we to make of all
this. Mr. Crowther is modest,
disarming, tolerant. He does
not try to convert his readers.
He resists any attempt to con
clude that he has either a
critical theory, a canon of criti
cism or taste, or even a favorite
director. The critic, he says,
should not be tied to a precon
ception. He should take each
film as it comes. And what
could be more pragmatic than
that? And how much like good
common sense it sounds.
But certain preconceptions do
come in. Why, for example,
shouldn’t you like sophisticated
comedy?
Why apologize for
it? Why shouldn’t you dislike
early Fellini ?
Why can’t a
girl who looks like Giulietta
Massina be a prostitute in
Cabiria? Why isn’t Kurosowa
autheneic ? Why is Ray more
authentic? Why can’t you be
funny about a prison?
It is almost as if there are
(Continued on page 5)
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Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 25 & 26
Jackie Gleason

No dripping, no spilling! Covers completely!
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P A P A ’S DELICATE
CONDITION
Color
6:30-8:30
Sun. & Mon.

Oct. 27&28

TERM OF TRIAL
Laurence
Olivier

Simone
Signoret
6:30-8:45

Tues. & Wed.

Old Spice Pro-Electric protects sensitive
skin areas from razor pull, burn. Sets up
your beard for the cleanest, closest,
most comfortable shave ever! 1.00

Oct. 29 & 30

THE STRIPPER
CinemaScope
6:30-8:30
Thurs.

Oct. 31

BACK BY REQUEST

The SEVEN SAM URAI
(Japanese)
6:30-8:55
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This Is NOT a Survey

Sex And The College Boy
A
Georgetown
sophomore
(Reprinted from the New York
Herald Tribune by permission of told us: “ When I go on a date
with a girl, I always take some
Art Buchwald)
There has been a lot of open one along with me — either a
discussion lately about the col professor or an older person. A
lege girl and her attitude to- |lot of girls get mad at me, but
ward sex. University officials, I promised my mommy and
sociologists, ministers and par- ; daddy I would never do any
ents have expressed alarm oyer i thing in school to make them
the modern young girls attitude i ashamed of me.”
toward premarital sex relations, I Two Princeton men were first
and the subject has been discus very wary about discussing the
sed fi-ankly in every woman’s problem, but finally one of
magazine in the country.
them said: “ I think it’s all
But while a great deal of at right for college girls to be
tention has been given to what emancipated — after all, they
a college girl thinks about sex, have nothing to lose — but as
nobody seems to have bothered a. man I’m very idealistic about
selected as an Undergraduate istry major in the College of to ask college men how they such things. Besides, I think
Research Fellow in the Nation Liberal Arts while Nadeau is a feel about the problem. To right girls think so much less of you
al Science Foundation program. senior chemistry major in the this wrong, we have spent the w'hen you give in. I don’t want
Barbara J, Jewett. 20-year- College o f Technology. Both last three days interviewing col them saying in their dormitor
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. are honors students and plan to lege men as their opinions on the ies that I’m a ‘loose guy.’ I
Oliver J. Jewett o f Washington continue their studies in chem subject of free love, chastity and prize my reputation above all
else.”
.
Crossing, Pa., and Ronald G. istry in the UNH Graduate sexual emancipation.
❖
j;:
^
A Harvard man said. “ When
Nadeau, 21, the son of Mr. and School.
We asked a Yale senior, home I first came to Harvard sever
Russell J. Eddy, president
Mrs. Edward G. Nadeau of 634
Brown Ave., Manchester, were and treasurer of the Carl on vacation, if he believed that a al of the students asked me if
awarded their scholarships for Schleicher and Schwell Co. in young man should submit to re I would ‘ go all the way’ with a
unusual a c c o m p lishment in Keene, provides the scholar lations before he is married. girl. I didn’t even know what
ships through the Eddy Found “ Absolutely not,” he told us, it meant, but when I found out
chemistry.
“ College girls may call me old- I reported them to the Dean.
Miss Jewett is a senior chem ation.
fashioned, but I think a nice boy I believe a school is judged by
should remain pure. I’m not its students, and I would hate
I against necking if it doesn’t go to believe the girls from Smith
j too far, but I feel as do most o f and Vassar and Radcliffe would
I the men at Yale, that a boy think Harvard men had such
j should be able to say ‘no’ to a thoughts in their heads.”
Robert N. Wheeler, ’63, was
I girl without hurting her feel- We discovered that the Mid
named “ Top Teke” in the coun
western college made studeijt
' ings.”
try at a national convention of
A University of Southern Cal also feels strongly on the sub
Tau Kappa Alpha Fraternity
ifornia football player said, “ I ject. A University of Michigan
last summer.
thing there has been an over halfback said, “ I was going
Wheeler placed first in a field
emphasis on promiscuity on col steady with a girl from Ohio
of more than 200 representa
lege campuses. It’s true there State. One night she asked me
tives of Teke chapters from
are a few weak men who may the question and I made her get
universities all over the coun
succumb to a persistent coed, out o f the car. I guess I cried
try.
but the majority of college men all night long. But the next
While at UNH, Wheeler was
believe in chastity and wouldn’t day my fraternity brothers told
a member of Senior Key, Stud
think of having an affair dur me I had done the right thing.
ent Union Organization, Phi
ing the happiest years of their
A man has to take a stand
Kappa Phi and was captain o f
lives.”
some time.”
the UNH team that competed
*
*
!i!
on CBS-TV’s “ College Bowl.”
A shiny-faced University o f
In addition, he served as treas
Texas engineering major said:
urer, pledge trainer and social
“ Fortunately the subject has
chairman of Teke.
never come up in Texas. Our
A cum laude graduate in
students have read what is go
chemistry, Wheeler is presently
ing on in the rest of the coun
serving in the Chemical Corps
try with dismay and we’ve de
of the U. S. Army. He is mar
cided the only way to handle the
ried to the former Linda Peltoproblem is to hold weekly
Robert N. Wheeler
la of Phi Mu.
dances in the gym under strict
Ray Charles his band and the supervision. If a girl misbe
Raylettes will probably be per haves in any way, she’s never
forming at UNH sometime
asked back again. This way
second
semester,
announced
the
fellows have a good time
Dick Mangan, treasurer of the
in a healthy atmosphere and
Student Union Organization.
Ray Charles will arrange his have nothing to be ashamed of
The ideal student refrigerator for
date,
said Mangan, but it is later in life.”
late snacks, cold drinks and aiiWe talked to at least 200
hoped
that he will be able to
around refrigeration. It also oper
male college students and not
come
sometime
around
Spring
ates on a cigarette lighter of a car
Weekend. Right now Spring one of them admitted to having
or boat as it runs on either 12 volts
Weekend
is on a tentative soc had a promiscuous relationship.
or 110 volts.
ial calendar so if Charles were It was a very encouraging
NO WIRING OVERLOAD . . . U ses
to come a week before the thing and gave us faith in the
only 44 watts, less than an electric
scheduled date. Spring Week youth of America. If our sur
light bulb.
end could be moved up to in vey is corect, the college boy is
keenly aware of the inherent
NO RUN DOWN BATTERIES . . .
clude this big-name draw.
Uses less wattage than parking
The Associated Student Or- dangers of sexual emancipation
lights.
the decision of SUO to sponsor and, despite enormous pres
it is compact and portable and can
Ray Charles and his Band. The sures from college coeds, he
easily be carried from home to
price for the package is $4,000. will, in almost all cases, grad
auto. W eight 15 lbs. Size: Length^
“ Right now it’s just a question uate as pure as the driven
l A V r . Width —
Height —
o f ASO approving,” said Man snow.
13% \
gan, “ and that should come 1963, New York Herald Tribune
Inc.
The capacity is surprisingly large as
within a month.”

$500 Scholarships Awarded. Three
Three UNH students majorin science studies have been
named recipients of $500 schol
arships awarded by the Russell
J. Eddy Foundation of Keene.
Kenneth R. Dunlap, 21, of
175 Raleigh Way, Portsmouth,
received a scholarship award
for his work in microbiology. A
senior in the College of Liberal
Arts, this past summer, he was

Sdeme Grant Given
A UNH physicist has been
awarded a $15,288 contract by
the Aeronautics and Space A d
ministration to support his the
oretical investigation of the
production o f neutrons and
gamma rays in the active re
gions of the sun.
He is Dr Edward C. Chupp,
associate professor of physics
and a member of the UNH De
partment of Physics stalf since
1962.
The grant will enagle Chupp
to make theoretical evaluations,
based upon calculations, of neu
tron
(nori-charged
particle)
production by solar flare reac
tions in the earth’s atmosphere.
His studies will assess the
possibility of probing t h e
source of energetic - charged
particles which are produced
when constituents of the sun’s
atmosphere become energized
and bombard other materials
in the air, creating more reac
tions.

Wheeler Named Top Teke’

Ray Charles,
Raylettes Might
Appear at UNH

PORTABLE ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
FOR STUDENT SIPS’N SNACKS!

it will hold six quarts of milk, 15
cans of soda or all the food illus
trated.
Nationally advertised at

$64.9S

Your OFFICIAL class rings may now be

SPECIA L STUDENT P R I C E ...

$49.95

ordered only at TOWN AND CAMPUS.
Rings may be seen and ordered at any time.
For Christmas delivery, rings must be or

TOW N & CAM PUS

Main Street

Durham, N. H.

dered immediately.

Th'jrs(Jay, (Jctober 24, 1902 ® f j e i ^ e t u
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Past and Present:

Woodman Burial Ground
By David A. Bradley
The town of Durham provides UNH students with many
historical landmarks. One of these, the Woodman Cemetery, is
to be found off in the woods at the end of Woodman Road.
This fenced-in lot is located on a pennisula which juts out
into an extension of the Great Bay. The water surrounding the
area is also referred to as ‘‘Beard’s Creek” . It was the property
of the Woodman family, once the owners of a 20 acre e.state in
Durham.
------ --------- —-—
The Woodman property had ' —
been granted to John Woodman
Woodman place were set up
in 1660. On this hite he built a
; because colonial town’s rarely
garrison house. This house
made provisions for such essenstood on the present location of
^tials. On nearly every New
the Oyster River School.
i England farm may be found
Miss Mary Thompson, author the family plot. The dead were
of ‘‘Landmarks of Ancient Do ' usually buried near the garriver” said of this place:
i son houses or private houses
“ It is beautifully situated on I where the graves could be
the eastern slope of a hill at j seen and cared fo r every day.
the head of Beard’s Creek, with I It is interesting that on a
brooks and deep ravines on ! drive from the UNH campus to
every side of the acclivity, ex i the Lee traffic circle, no fewer
! than five such lots may be
cept in the west.
I
By Susan Raidv
“ It has a fine outlook for an I seen from the road.
approaching enemy, as well as
i Does an unbearable inertia
a charming view' in every di
I set in every time you sit down
rection . . . nearer at hand, but
to “ i-eally”
study*?
Bewai’e
separated from it by a pro
j (You may have contracted that
found ravine, is the field where
I terribly infectious disease that
occurred the massacre of 1689.”
I is floating around the UNH
(Continued on Page 8)
The massacre referied to
i campus — known familiarly as
took place in August of that two sets of criteria operating jFall Fever). The effects of this
year. The garrison was defend simultaneously: One for the i sluggishness are not visible at
ed by two youths and several critic, and one for the man. j the outset, but after having a
women and children. The In And even as the critic functions, few exams and spot quizzes redians set fire to the roof of the he functions either within a I turned to you with conspicuous
building, but the boys held out larger framework, or in an j red “ D’s” and “ F ’s,” you must
until the Indians promised to other and parallel capacity. I take the cure.
spare the lives of all. Yet, they The thing is, you either are a j
Either that, or you will be
killed three of the four chil critic or you are not.
You forced out into big business
dren, and carried away the rest either like something because sooner than you had planned.
o f the occupants. One o f the it’s good or dislike it because Below are a few words of adboys, Robert Huckins, escaped it” s bad; not because you j vice from fellow-students in
the next day. Indians later either should or should not. I Durham who, despite the fatal
destroyed the garrison house. Criticism
implies
a certain Irate of contagion during Home
Details of the attack are pre recklesness, which Mr. Crow coming Week-end, have manag
served in a letter of Jeremiah ther recognizes.
What this ed to survive.
Swayen to Governor Simon implies, however, is a sense of
“ I DROWN OUT the noise of
Bradstreet, date at Salmon persuasion, an almost lack of my neighbor’s television with a
Falls in September of 1689.
charity (almost, if you will, a soft instrumental on the hi-fi,”
The Woodman family built a kind of tastelessness), perhaps commented a senior athlete, an
new house on the site which the better the man, the worse apartment dweller. It relaxes
stood until the late nineteenth the critic.
me and pi'events me from be
century. Their clan’s dead were
There is a possibility which ing able to write a whole TV
buried across the field on a has occurred to us, which is guide for evening prog^rams.”
peninsula that had once been this: that some o f the very
One sorority girl who is a
the burial ground of the Ind preconceptions which we have language major keeps envel
ians. The spot is shaded with noted that Ma. Crowther brings opes marked “ nouns,” “ verbs”
tall pinetrees and affords a to bear in his reviews: some of and “ others” to study by. She
beautiful
view
of
Beard’s this very knowledge is itself usually recites them while she
Creek. There is a dirt road the very product o f his movie is putting her hair up on roll
which winds past the lot, sug going
experience;
and
the ers.
gesting that at one time the things that he knows, or thinks
“ I just don’t keep daytime
area was used for boating and he knows and the way that he hours,”' a sophomore co-ed ad
other activities.
sees the world: some o f this mits. “ I sleep in the afternoon,
The land is cared for by a has been taught to him in the and then, after everyone else
trust fund and administered by classroom o f the local cinema; in the dorm has gone to bed, I
and if Mr. Crowther now re get up and study.” This inter
the town o f Durham.
Old Durham had no public jects. or accepts a film, any film^ viewer feels this system would
cemetery. The closest thing to on the basis of the knowledge not be recommended for those
one was the graveyard near acquired in this way, well, then who have eight o ’clock classes
the village school house located he has missed the essential: with compulsory attendance.
near School House Lane. The where, after all, does his criti
“ IF I STUDY in the bath
It would room, I don’t get interrupted
one-acre lot was given the cism come from ?
town by Jonathan Woodman seem that he has absorbed the as much,” explained a male
Jr. in 1796 with the provision myth o f the movies; and it member o f the freshman class.
that only members of specific would be the revenge of the
movies on the man.
families be buried there.
Cemetery lots, such as the

UNH Study Habits Varied

Crowther. . .

Note o f Thanks:
The brothers o f Lambda
Chi Alpha Fraternity would
like to thank Paul McQuade
and Rowe Chevrolet in Dover for the use o f their vehide for our winning entry
in the Homecoming float
competition.

From a married student,
ONE SORORITY ON campus
Uhis remark: I have no trouble tried an unique experiment in
I studying, even with the baby. rising early to work. Fifteen
I My wife usually feeds him-and alarm clocks were hidden in
[ puts him to bed so that he’ll be wastebaskets and corners of the
; sleeping while I am trying t(’ sleeping area, all set at 20 sec
j study.”
ond •intervals. “ It wasn’t so
I But a young wife complains, : hard to get up w'hen you knew
i “ Either the baby is crying, or everyone else had to get up and
I it’s time to eat, or something wasn’t sleeping while you were
I else and I just have to waic dragging yourself around. Un
i until everyone else is taken fortunately, it isn’t very often
i care of before I can sit down that each girl has to get up
' and begin mv studies.”
and study, so I guess these ex
i S E V E R A l/C A M P U S COUP- periments are going to be dis
j LES feel that it is helpful to continued.
study in the library with their
The conclusion reached by
mates and then go on a “ break”
to the Union. The only draw ' this interviewer is that whatev
back seems to be indecision ov er cure you take to rid yourself
er the time to start a “ break.” : of Fall Fever, the prime medIf the evening hours are too I icinal ingredient is incentive.
noisy or distracting and you ! Despite football games, rush
don’t have morning classes, ing parties, 80 degree temperaperhaps the following sugges i tures, and cultural entertaintion made by a junior English ; ment, some people are making
literature major will be help j “ B’s” and better, and they are
! still finding time to enjoy themful :
: selves.
“ I just go to bed around ele
ven and then get up at six
Maybe all the advice we have
and study as the sun is com gotten on learning to discipline
ing up. I’ll have to admit it is ourselves isn’t so finky after
kind o f depressing in the win all . . . . or maybe so.
ter, though, and it takes an aw
Whatever the prescription is
ful loud alarm and a lot of will for you, w'e hope you follow it.
power.”
make a complete recovery, and
have a successful semester.

Vote for

Your New York Life
agent on

DON TURNER
for President of
the Class of 1967

UNH Campus is

Lenny Dobens

Newick’s Lobster
House
Lobster Dinners
Lobster Stew
Lobster Rolls
Steamed Clams

100 yds. before the General
Sullivan Bridge, Dover
Phone: 742-3205

Cam pus Representative

New York Life
Insuranco C om p on y

Durham, N. H.
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F. R. Kappel
Foreign A id
By ERIC SEVAREID
For the first time, Cong’ressional Republicans in an orsfanized, partisan attack, have bro
ken with the President on the
size of the foreign aid author
ization. But there is little rea
son to think that this is the
beginning of the end of politi
cal unity on basic foreign poli
cy. It is not even the end of
unity on the foreign aid pro
gram which is still accepted in
principle on both sides of the
aisle.
Nevertheless, the phenomen
on contains various implica
tions o f consequence, one of
which is that there no longer
exists in this country a popular
concensus about foreign aid. In
regard to this matter, as in re
gard to various domestic re
form
movements.
President
Kennedy happened to take o f
fice on an ebbing tide. It seems
clear that the mood for consoli
dation and tidying up, symbo
lized by the relatively placid
Eisenhower years, has not yet
run its cycle.
In any case there is always
a rough order of priorities for
the national attention span, and
it is not possible for an old,
familiar endeavor like foreign
aid, no matter how grand in
the histoi'ical sense, to retain
its hold on popular imagina
tion or Congressional devotion
in the era of a space race and
a mass Negro revolt.
In the history of foreign aid,
we have reached a middle stage
of stock-taking and .searching
for a second wind. Basic prem
ises are beig re-examined. The
total result of foreign aid has
been just confused and contra
dictory enough so that any
number of Congressmen feel
quite uncertain whether an ap
propriation cut of even a bil
lion dollars (or, for that mat
ter, an addition of such an am
ount) would leave the world,
the cold war and America’s
position in any measureably
different condition ten years
from now.
It has become very difficult
to sell the program any longer
as the “ keystone” of American

foreign policy, just as it is
hard to convincingly describe
the United Nations that way •
—
and the same statesmen have
used the same label for both in
stitutions. It has become just
as plausible to describe protec
tion of the American dollar,
now threatened by the foreign
drain on gold reserves, as the
keystone of our policy.
All
these endeavors sit together,
foreign aid has simply been
moved a notch above the salt
from its position at the policy
table.
No doubt, the niggling parti
cipation by our prosperous Eun>pean allies — themselves
made pi’osperous in good part
by Anierican aid — has some
thing to do with the Congres
sional loss of patience. It has
finally dawned on many that so
long a.s America shows its
willingness to take up the slack
virtually everywhere, the Euro*
peans will sit on their hands,
or at least on one hand. A
good many plain travelers as
well as sophisticated students
of Machiavelli have been trying
to make this point for quite a
while.
But the phenonemon in Con
gress repi'esents, or so this wri
ter thinks, a deeper, if less
specifically measurable, shift
of feeling by informed and res
ponsible men. It represents the
beginning o f America’s coming
to terms with the reality of the
world’s size and complexity and
with the true pace of histoi’y.
We are adjusting in our sense
of time. We have tended to act
as if the tragedy of the human
condition in many lands was
just recently discovered — by
American exploreI’s — as ’f the
tools for progi'ess were invent
ed by Americans, and as if
some kind of world-wide col
lapse was about to occur which
would be averted by the rapid
spending of American dollars.
We know now that the propo
sition is not really one of fo r
eign aid at X number of dollars
per year or a world collapsing
into Communism, w’e know that
(Continued on page 12)
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Stand, Sir?

Frederick R. Kappel, who
.spoke at UNH last spring at
the dedication of the WhitteBy SENATOR BARRY GO LD W ATER
more School, is chairman of
the board of the world’s biggest
iS it possible for the United world nations, who also suffered
corporation,
American
Tele
phone and Telegraph Company., States to benefit from the pro severe crop shortfalls this year.
Sixth, we should demand pay
Kappel began his career with posed sale o f 150 million bush
AT&T as a telephone lineman els of wheat to Communist Rus ment in gold and not, by way
of “ accommidation” and in vio
in Minnesota. Now one of the sia ?
country’s busiest persons, he I Yes, it is, and there seems to lation of U.S. laws, extend credit
still finds time for many charit be general agreement on both to a nation which still is in
able works.
sides of the aisle in the House default and refuses to pay
and in the Senate that we World War II lend-lease debts
The College As A Hunting
could (1) relieve the burden to us.
Ground
now imposed on the American
By Frederick R. Kappel
Obviously, with these condi
The other day I heard about taxpayer by the huge costs of tions met, the sale indeed would
storing
surplus
wheat,
and
(2)
a professor of astronomy who
constitute something of a propawas lamenting the fact that make some small headway in ganla victory for us as wtll as
none of his current students cutting into our balance of pay accure to our benefit financially
was likely to become an astron ment deficits through such a It could prove to the Russian
transaction.
omer.
people and the world that under
The reason w'as not that they
But if these benefits are to our system of government,
didn’t have the brains. On the accrue to us, the transaction despite some of the socialistic
contrary, several gave promise would have to be contingent controls which have been placed
of real ability in the field.. But upon several conditions.
upon our farmers, there is an
none of them, the professor
First, Khrushchev should be abundance of food. Shortages
thought, would stay in it.
made to give up his Cuban and famines, which have plaguWhy not?
base for hemispheric subvei’sion, plagued Russian and Red Chinese
“ Because,”
th e
professor restore free access to residents farmers for years, do not exist.
said, “ they don’t love the o f Berlin and tear down the
It also would show to all
stars.”
those nations who now doubt
wall.
Now, if a person happens
Second, Russia should be oor willingness to negotiate
not to care deeply about the made to pay the full U.S. price from strength, to “ get tough”
stars, there is no blaming him for the wheat so that our tax with the Communist colossus,
for that. Nor do I raise a ques payers who have subsidized the that we can and will press every
tion as to why people who wheat at upwards of 50 cents cold war advantage which pre
didn’t care for stars were stud a bushel, do not have to pick sent itself to win the ideolog
ying them. Maybe they just had up part of Khrushchev’s tab.
ical battle between East and
a healthy curiosity and wanted
Third, the American people West.
to get an idea of what astron should be told, honestly and
Personallf, I seriously doubt
omy was all about. Or maybe openly, whether
government that Mr. Kennedy or his repre
they took the astronomy course officials using assumed names sentatives will press seriously
so they wouldn’t have to take in order to conceal the admin for the conditions outlined. The
another.
istration’s intertst in the deal, reasons for the doubts should be
My point is simply that whe attended negotiating sessions obvious: The President apparther or not you love the stars, with the Russians in Ottawa and enaly considers none of these
it is important to love .some •w'hether sale would be part of conditions important He has in
thing. The human need is to the price the New Frontier sisted that both the construition
•find absorbing interests. This is agreed to pay for Russian of the Berlin .Wall and the many
the great opportunity of life. “ acceptance” of_ the partial humiliations we have suffered
I stress this here because I nuclear test-ban agreement.
were “ free world victories;” he
think many people are in co l
Fourth, we should have some as well as the Russians have
lege today partly because it is assurance that Russia really asserted the sale cannot bt made
“ the thing to do” socially, and needs the wheat for food, and except at world market prices,
partly because they think of a not for hoarding or trans-ship which means our taxpayers
college degree as a ticket of ment to Cuba, North Viet-Nam, would be subsidizing the trans
admision to a job.
Red China and North Korea, in action; he has contradicted
For them college is a routine view of reports by Secretary Freeman and the other “ ex
to be gone through, instead of of Agricultui-e Orville Freeman perts” who said Russia would
a hunting ground, so to speak, and other government “ experts” produce bumper crops this year;
wheer they can search out in who recently returned from in he has displayed an obdurate
terests to be captured by. (I’m spection trips in Russia and refusal to discuss any back
aware it is often a hunting predicted a bumper wheat crop ground secret agreements with
ground in the boy-meets-girl for the Soviet Union this year. the Reds, and suggestions that
sense, but that isn’t what I am
Fifth, we should be certain the sale be paid for in gold are
talking about.)
that the tvheat we plan to sell being politely evaded.
(Continued on page 12)
(Continued on page 11)
to Russia is not needed by free
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Letters To The Editor

News Editor
AnnUlricson
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Dear Editor:
Staff Photographer ...................................... Charter Weeks
Your October 10 editorial
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
contains an error which is o f
Raymond McEachern
Donna Lee King
ten heard. It refers to “ the
fear that the Russians might
Circulation Manager
cheat. They did before, breaking
James Henry
the gentleman’s agreement a
Staff Reporters
couple of years ago.”
Mary Sullivan, Don Beattie, Don Turner, Caryl Robinson,
That moratorium on nuclear
Carol Quimby, William Douglas, Ed David, Linda Lawton,
testing was ended not by the
Russians but by the United
Joy McIntosh, Judy Bacher, Sharon Powers, Nancy McGary
States on December 29, 1959,
Nick Littlefield, Roger Jewell, and'Bev Steele.
when
President
Eisenhower
Faculty Adviser
stated that the U.S. considered
Donald M. Murray
itself “ free to resume nuclear
Subscription ra te; $3.00 per year
weapons testing.”
Local advertising accepted at the rate of $1.25 per column inch
In my view this did not ab
AH unsigned editorials are by the E d ito r-in -ch ief.
solve the USSR from the guilt
of a prodigious crime when
they resumed testing; but it is
rewriting history as well as a
miserable exercise in arrogant
self - righteousness to pretend
that the USSR acted treacher
ously while the U.S. was hon
“ Some concerned music m ajors” have ^vritten orable.
the Letters column on this page criticizing our
Sincerely,
ARTHUR HARVEY
music critic R oger F. Jewell and his review last
Arthur Harvey isi a pacifist,
w eek o f P rofesor Donald E. Steele’s piano recital.
an advocate of “ subsistence
Since criticism of any art form is always high living” and the publisher of a
ly subjective, reviewers are always under fire from mimeographed weekly “ T h e
those who disagree with their opinions. This is to Greenleaf.” We invite your
comments on him, this letter
be expected.
and his publication. — ed.

Test Bans . . .

About Our Critics

But when music m ajors agree in essence with
the general tone o f a review (in this case Mr.
Steele’s apparent technical difficulties) but disap
prove because the review er wasn’t “ nice” enough Dear Editor:
to the perform er, they are overstepping their pro
On behalf of the Homecom
ing Committee I want to thank
per bounds.

Thanks . . .

To begin with, we believe Jewell to be as cap
able a student music critic as to be found on this
campus. A form er music m ajor (The New Ham p
shire will accept as critics,only well-qualified stud
ents who are not directly associated with the de
partments criticized ), Jewell has a thorough know 
ledge o f music and its traditions.
An accom plished musician himself, Jewell
prepared fo r the Steele concert by going over
scores, records and critical analyses o f the selec
tions to be played in the concert.
If he was harsh in his review, it was only^ be
cause he observed our one basic criterion fo r criti
cism : honesty.
W e insist that our critics call a spade a spade,
fo r it is only by saying a poor perform ance is just
that, that a critic can expect his words o f praise to
have any meaning.
Other student newspapers tend to praise every
effort reviewed no matter what the actual quality
W e will not, and those who w ould offer their work
fo r criticism should take notice.
About the Steele concert in particular, we are
certain that Steele is fa r more embarrassed by the
solicitous attitude of the “ concerned music m ajors”
than by the review itself.
OF'COURSE Steele mem orized the literature
perform ed — what competent artist w ouldn’t?
Certainly Steele knew the date of. the concert and
isn’t making any excuses about lack o f time fo r
preparation.

Steele and others who will be appearing in
concert this year would prefer, we are sure, a bad
review, honestly written, to the mealy-mouthed
apologies their students are making for them.
Our reviewers are competent. Disagree with
what they say, but don’t dispute their right to say
it.
Perform ers who have been around know the
m axim : “ If you can’t cut the mustard, don’t bring
a knife.” Their students should learn it, too.

you for the excellent coverage
given to the Homecoming fes
tivities this year.
I especially appreciated the
several calls from Ann Ulric
son about details of the pro
gram.
It is my hope this year that
we have the Homecoming Com
mittee organized before school
ends so that we can get the ma
terial to The New Hampshire
sooner next fall.
While I’m writing I want to
convey ^my congratulations to
you and, your staff for the fine
campus newspaper we have this
year. Keep up the excellent
work.
Sincerely yours,
RICHARD F. STEVENS
Assistant Alumni
Executive for Activities

amount of governing.

Is that

platform of the Democratic
For Goldwater??? the
party today?
Today, t h e
Dear Editor:
It is my understanding that
you are engaged in political ac
tivity, and desire to elect mem
bers of your party on a local,
state and national basis.
Please be advised that I am
one of those numerous “ Inde
pendent” voters — one of the
independents who helped to
put Eisenhower in the White
House, one of those indepen
dent voters who normally don’t
even bother to vote until they
become aroused enough.
I would like to inform you
that I am plenty aggravated.
I, and all intelligent men I
have talked to in both parties
are fed up with socialists call
ing themselves Democrats or
Republicans. I include in that
category people such as Pres.
Kennedy, Rockefeller, Romney,
Hatfield, Thurston Morton, Javits and Humphrey. If a pseudo
liberal or “ Moderate” Repub
lican is nominatd to run against
Pres. Kennedy, I won’t even
bother to vote. What difference
is there between a pseudo-lib
eral Republican and a pseudo
liberal Democrat? — none —
they are both socialists.
Without the independent vot
er in your corner you can’t hope
to win any elections. We inde
pendent voters are fed up with
welfare statism, are fed up with
throwing our tax dollars down
the foreign aid rat hole, are fed
up with “big gov’t.” and spend
ing more than we take in in
taxes.
We want conservative Demo
crats and Republicans! in office.
If you run a pseudo-liberal, or
moderate Republican for pres
ident you won’t have a chance
because the independent voter
won’t even bother to vote.
The founder of the Demo
cratic party, Thomas Jefferson
said: The best gov’t, is the
gov’t.
that does the least

Critic’s, Critics

Dear Editor,
After reading Roger Jewell’s
criticism of Professor Donald
E. Steele’s piano recital, manj
members of the music depart
ment — faculty and student
majors alike — were very much
NOTES OF THE W E E K upset by the harsh treatment
A - Leg - Up - For - The - Professor Steele received.
Cops Note: Australian police
We aren’t doubting the fact
think they have developed a that there may have been
simple, foolproof method to t^ll technical difficulties, but we
if a male driver is really intox feel that under the circum
icated. They point out that a stances, Professor Steele’s re
man must have complete bal cital was extremely well exe
ance to remove his pants while cuted. This first faculty reci
standing up, so they ask him to tal was scheduled very early
do just that. If he can’t stand this year, so considering the
on one foot to remove the oth time he was given for prepara
er pants leg, it’s a safe bet he’s tion and considering that the
had a few drinks too many.
literature performed was mem
*
iji
*
'
orized (with the exception of
You - Can’t - Have - Every Professor
Manton’s
“ Wood
thing Note: “ When a man i.s land Sketches” ), we, as music
privileged to hold the second students, feel that Professor
office of the strongest nation Steele’s performance was an
in history, he has no real cause excellent one and he is to b*»
to complain about other ambi commended for it rather than
tions which may not be fulfilled. condemned.
Since becoming Vice President,
I have more or less resigned
May we remind Mr. JoweU
myself to .the probability that that this is not the New York
there is one great honor I may Times but rather the New
never have: the honor of be Hampshire for which he is
coming a Hoosier.” — Lyndon writing. Professor Steele per
Johnson, opening a speech in formed in the Johnson Theater,
Indianapolis^
not in Carnegie Hall. The na

pseudo-liberal Democrats and
Republicans are SOCIALISTS,
and the independent voter will
NOT vote for any pseudo-libefal
candidate.
If Goldwater is not nomi
nated I won’t even bother to
vote. However, I WILL VOTE
for all conservative candidates
for congress, and locally, but
am against ALL PSEUDO
LIBERALS of either party as
they are .phony Democrats and
Republicans.
Our country is rapidly becom
ing a socialist state and I will
do everything I can to stop it
from continuing in that direc
tion.
As a last thought, keep in
mind the fact that you must
have the backing of the inde
pendent voter to win elections,
and that it takes a lot to arouse
the people of our country, but
once they are aroused they take
action as I am going to do. Up
until now, I never bothered to
write letters such as this. So
irregardless of whether you are
a Democrat or a Republican
you won’t receive the indepen
dent vote unless you run con
servative candidates.P o 1 Is
won’t tell you much in this day
and age because most people
are aroused and won’t give you
their true feelings. Especially
in regard to civil rights. The
people didn’t think very much
of either Kennedy or Nixon—
that was why the vote was so
close. Therefore Nixon would
n’t have a
chance.Give us
Goldwater so we
have a
CHOICE between a conserva
tive and a
pseudo-liberalin
stead of between two pseudo
liberals.
T. W. Lippitt

3644. Lee Road,
Cleveland 20, Ohio.
We invite your comments
about Lippitt, his political view
and this letter—ed.
ture of his review is completely
unwarranted. If all recitals are
to be reviewed, please bear in
mind that our Professors of
music carry a full schedule of
classes a n d lessons beside.s
many other activities. It seems
remarkable to us that they find
the time to prepare for a recital
at all.
We don’t know Mr. Jewell
personally, so we question hi.s
role as a music critic. We
would be interested in hearing
of his musical background so
that we would have some in
sight as to his right in speak
ing of the concert as he did.
Mr. Jewell is very obviously r,
writer, but is he also a profes
sional in the field of music?
Does he know what he ir- calk
ing about? If he is not an ex
pert in this field, he should re
frain from stating uneduiated
opinions and give credit wher..^
credit is due . . . and Professor
Steele deserves a lot of credit
for his many contributions to
the UNH Department of Masic.
Sincerely,
Some concerned music majors
The New Hampshire does not
ordinarily publish letters which
do not carry the writer's name.
We are making an exception in
this case because of the editor
ial on this page. In the future,
all letters must be signed. W»*
shall withhold names if re
quested. — ed.

Loren C. Eisoley
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Distinguished Lecturer
To Speok November 7

What do you do when you hear four short blasts o f the University heating
plant whistle? Go to your four o’clock class? Thirty UNH forestry students don’t;
they know that this signal means there is a major fire in the Strafford County area.
Trained by the Durham Fire Department, under the direction of James Rich
ard, trainig officer of the New Hampshire Forestry Dept., the 30 volunteer Univers
ity students have been instructed and drilled in the use of Indian pump cans, fire axes,
and other fire-fighting tools, as part of an all-out effort to minimize the danger of
forest fires in the drought-stricken Granite State. Above, members practice in the
woods.

Milnes Return From African Trip
UNH’s husband— and— wife the new nations of Africa are
biologist t e a m has found carrying forward a progressive
‘ ‘heartening indications” that conservation program.
“ In fact,” reports Dr. Lorus
J. Milne, professor of zoology,
“ it would appear that the new
native governments have al
ready been able to accomplish
important steps which the col
onial governments were unable
to achieve in their time.”
DR. MILNE and his wife
Margery, returned early this
month from the triennial meet
ing of the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature
held in Nairobi, Kenya, Sept;
10—^29. Both are biologists and
prominent science writers.
One of t h e chief concerns
expressed at the conference,
which drew more than 300 del
egates from 39 countries, was
t h e effect of t h e population
explosion on the African con
tinent.
The delegates heard such
prominent scientists as Sir
Julian and Lady Huxley of
Great Britain warn that in
creasing population and deter
ioration of ara ble land into
desert is -diminishing the Afri
can land area available for
wildlife.
Confucius say, one day in fun,
IN THE FACE of this dan
ger, the Milnes found them
To a friend and Number One Son,
selves “ much encourged” by
"With my Swingline I’ll fuse
the efforts of the new African
governments to conserve their
Your most honorable queues
natural resources and to pre
Because two heads are better than one!”
serve their, wildlife.
Among
“ hopeful signs” were:
—Efforts of the new Con
golese government to maintain
Albert National. Park and to
preserve wildlife and plant
life within the park lands.

SWINGLINE
STAPLER

— Successful development of
a national park on t h e out
skirts of Khartoum, capital city
of the Sudan, where trees are
now being grown in a previous
ly barren wasteland.
— Steps by several govern
ments to close to the public and
livestock areas where the lack
of water and deficiencies o f the
soil are creating new desert
land. Natives living in these
areas are being moved by the
governments to new regions.
— The development of new
national parks in the equator
ial areas of Africa and govern
ment-sponsored programs to
educated youth to the import
ance of conserving the regions
resources.
—^^Surveys undertaken by sev
eral governments to deter
mine whether there is suffient water available to support
people and crops, and other ef
forts to improve the productiv
ity of the land.
THROUGHOUT the region,
the Miines found that while the
Africans are rapidly shedding
their native costumes for West
ern clothing, a symbol of pi-ogress in their eyes, they are
becoming increasingly aware of
the economic value of their
natural resources. In many of
the countries, the tourist-attrac”
tion potential of these resources
represents their largest source
of foreign income.
Dr. and Mrs. Milne attended
the conference, their second
visit to Africa within four years,
as delegates from the Univers
ity and the Explorers Club of
New York.
AS A PART of their post-

SWEATERVILLE, USA
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
(mclutima 1000 staples)
Largei* size cub Desk
S t a p l e r o rv iy $

1.49

No bigger than a pack of gum

• Unconditionally guaranteed!
• Refills available anywhere!
• Get it at any stationery,
variety, or book store!
•Send yout own Swinges 3 Fable
Prized lOTthose used.
i.pSSrWiylffU*. )Nt, l,0NGISIANDCITYJ, N.•{.

Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices
Portsmouth Mills Factory Store
Maplewood Avenue, Portsmouth, N. H.
SPORTSWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

“ The Illusion of tl^e Two [November 7. *The lecture will
Cultures,” will be the title of be held at 1 p.m. in New Hamp
Loren C. Eiseley’s Distinguish shire Hall.
ed Lectures presentation on I Dr. Eiseley has distinguished
i himself as a teacher, writer,
and anthropologist. Once the
in favor of teaching,
Lecture Suggestions? resigned
and this year was appointed as
a Guggenheim Fellow — com
The Lectures Committee is
interested in receiving sugges missioned to write his autobiog
tions from students for the raphy. He received his A.B.,
1964-65 Distinguished Lectures A.M., and Ph.D. degrees in both
anthropology and sociology.
Series.
“We want students to know
Eiseley, having lectured wide
that we are interested in their ly throughout the country at
suggestions and not just those such institutions as Harvard,
of t h e faculty,” stated Donald Welleslyan College, Rutgers,
Allegheny College, etc., has
C. Barrett, chairman.
The committee hopes to earned himself several literary
bring to the campus eminent awards. Among these awards
men and women in the arts, were the Phi Beta Kappa
sciences, and public affairs. Science Prize for the best
Suggestions must be submitted book on science for lay
to Mr, Barrett at the Memorial men. the John Burrows Award,
for best publicaton in the field
union.
of nature writing, and the Phil
adelphia Arts Festival Award,
1962.
He has written five books:
The Immense Journey, Darwin’s
Century, The Firmament of
Time, The Mind as Nature, ani
Francis Bacon and. the Modern
The results of the sorority Dilemma.
informal rush for this fall are:
The tentative schedule for
Alpha Chi Omega—Kay Kinney,
Eiseley’.s' stay is:
Peg Stearns, Lois Whittemore,
Thursday
Judy Smith, Rhoda Emerson,
1 p. m. — Lecture in New
Carolyn Andrews, and Mary Hampshire Hall; 3 p. m. —
Roberts.
Joint Seminar in Spaulding
Alpha Xi Delta — Barbara Life Science with a number
Pobidoux, Jenith Wignall, Mar of the departments.
tha Wilson, Donna Smith, Carol
Evening—Dinner at the Pres
Pitkerwick, Nancy McGerr, and ident’s hpme.
Sheila Bruce.
Friday
Delta Zeta—Kathy Gittleson,
Morning—Coffee hour, spon
Pam Johnson, Barbara Farley, sored by the Council of Honor
Jean Mills, Carol Ann Vautrot, Societies Luncheon — atten’fed
Kathy Conbett, Joan Smith, by Ford Foundation? Scholars
Alice Fleicher, Margie Wheeler, and the Faculty Afternoon—
and Nancy Ward.
Will appear on WENH—^TV.
Phi Mu—Adrienne Adams,
Karen Brown, Judy Davidson,

Sororities End
Rushing Period

Eileen Noyes, Joan Millett, and
Sandy McDonald*.

For all girls interested in
the formal rush period, there
will be a convocation on Thurs
day at 8 p.m. in the Strafford
room MUB. A movie about
sorority life will be shown
entitled
“From
Alpha
to
Omega.”
A panel discussion
will be held, and the various
houses will have displays.
On Sunday, Nov. 3, the soror
ities will hold open house. All
girls who are interested should
meet at the MUB at 1:45 Sun
day afternoon.
conference travel, they visited
an isolated island off Zanzibar
in the Indian Ocean where they
studied giant, 150-year-old tor
toises which inhabit the area.
They are now preparing a new
film to be shown at the Sigma
Xi banquet here in May.
LEARN TO BOX ! !
BE A MASTER IN THE
ART OF SELF-DEFENSE.
EXPERT TRAINERS’ SE
CRETS CAN BE YOURS!
NO EQUIPMENT NEED
ED. FORM A CAMPUS
BOXING CLUB AMONG
YOUR
FRIENDS' FOR
PUN SELF-CONFIDENCE
AND REAL
PHYSICAL
FITNESS, O O M P L E T E
BROCHURE A N D LES
SONS ONE D O Iz L A R.
SEND TO:
PHYSICAL ARTS GYM,
363 Clinton Street,
Hempstfead, Long Island,
New York

Rockingham
Choral Society
Plans Season
The Rockingham Choral So
ciety under the direction of Dr.
John D. Wicks, music depart
ment is beginning its six:th sea»
son this fall. Professor Wicks
has just returned from a sab
batical leave in Japan where he
teught choral conducting and
literature and directed a 76member chorus of Japanese
students.
He has chosen for the Christ
mas Concert this year Buxte
hude’s cantata “Das neugeb o r n e Kindelein,” Britten’s
“ Ceremony of Carols” (arr. for
mixed chorus, a motet “ O Mag
num Mysterium” which he
composed while in Japan., and
additional works by Manton,
Lassus, Thompson, and Wood.
All those who are interested
in joining the Society may ei
ther telephone Dr. Wicks at
868-2318 or come to a rehears
al. Rehearsals are held on Mon
day nights at 7:30 at the I^amont Gallery of the Phillips
Exeter Academy on Tan Izan©
in Exeter.

Van’s Crispy Pizza
Main Street
Newmarket
“ Come and E!at Your Favor
ite Pizza while you . drink
your favorite beverage.”
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Sorority Players W in
Powder PufF Conflict

ROCKEFELLER’S ARRIVAL — New York Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller, shown
with his wife, Happy, shortly after arrival in Concord. The Republican hopeful held a
press conference in Concord before coming here last Friday.
— Frank Heald Photo

Forestry Officials Meet Here
More than 40 deans, chair
men and heads of American
forestry schools attended the
annual meeting of the Council
o f Forestry School Executives
here.
The morning session heard a
panel discuss the status of

technician training programs
from the standpoint of careers
in both engineering and fores
try were:
Dean Robert T. Clapp of Mis
sissippi State University, Don
ald P. Duncan of the University
of Minnesota, Dean A. M. Her-

Counseling Service Loaded
By Maiy Sullivan
This year the Director of
Counseling, Dr. Frederick M.
Jervis, is encouraging a change
in the department. Dr. Jervis
^aid; “ We can no longer do all
the direct counseling. We must
rely on others.”
The number of students ask
ing assistance has increased at
a rapid rate. The new aim of
the department is to encourage
the students to visit their fac
ulty advisors, clergyman or
house directors.
Dr. Jervis will be spending
much of his time that had been
previously spent with students
giving instructions to those
qualified in aiding students.
The department hopes to
give the student the idea that
their faculty advisor can often
be quite helpful, especially in

developing study habits, which
is a major problem. Social
problems can be taken to the
dorc- itory advisor and x-eligious
and moral problems can be ta
ken to the clergy.
In the past the vast majority
of students that went to the
Counseling Office did it on their
own accord or were refeiTcd by
a faculty member. The results
are not always evident but of
ten times the student has been
helped.
The major problems that
arise are inability to concen
trate properly, poor study hab
its, and social and religious
disturbances. The departaent
hopes that the expansion o f the
program will enable many more
students to become better ac
quainted with their advisor.s
and go to them more frequently
with their problems.

RED’S SHOE BARN

Marf Woodbridge of the AllSorority conference team made
the only touchdown of the Pow
der Puff football game Sunday
afternoon at Memorial Field to
beat the All-Stars of the wo
men’s residence halls. 6-0. No
attempt was made at a conver
sion kick.
Woodbridge, conference end,
completed an intricately timed
single play when back Gerry
Dogers threw a pass after com
ing out of formation.
Although the All-Stars failed
to score, their strong drive pre
sented a threat throughout the
game.
Following is a roster for the
teams. Because of injuries sus
tained in practice the preceding
day, several players were not
able to perform in the game.
Sororities
Offensive Unit:
Backfield: Gerry Rogers, Lin-

Baha^i Faith
Lists Speaker
For Meeting

rick of the University o f Geor
gia, Director Peter W. Fletch
er of Pennsylvania State Uni
William Maxwell, Jr., will de
versity and Rudy Kallander of liver a speech entitled “ The
Oregon State University.
Renewal of Civilization,” Tues
A t their afternoon session, day at 8:00 p.m. in the Senate
the council heard a panel dis Room, MUB. .
Born in Arkansas and reared
cuss how the multiple-use con
cept —
embodying timber, in Arizona, Maxwell was educa
game, water, recreation and ted at Howard University and
aesthetic values o f forests — Oregon State University. He
the University
can be taught in a professional also attended
forestry program. Participat of California and Oxford Uni
versity in England.
ing in the discussion were:
At the present he is a stud
Dr. Wilbur DeVall of Au
burn University, chairman of ent at the Harvard Graduate
the council; Director A. D. .Nxit- School of Education. For nine
ting of the University of Maine, years he has worked in Korea
representing t h e Northeast; in various capacities, at one
Paul Y. Burns o f Louisiana time as Assistant Professor of
State University, representing English at Chonnam Univers
the South; T. D, Stevens of ity.
He will be visiting the cam
Michigan State University, rep
resenting the Great Lakes pus as a representative o f the
states and Dean J. Whitney
Floyd of Utah State University,
representing the West.
Wives of the delegates were
entertained by wives of UNH
forestry department and Ex
tension Service staff members
at a coffee at the home of Mrs.
Paul E. Bruns in Durham Sat
urday morning.
A fter a joint luncheon meet
ing with their husbands in the
William Maxwell, Jr.
UNH Memorial Union, the
wives heard Mrs. John D. Baha’i faith, a relatively new
Wicks o f Hoitt Drive, Durham, religion that already has a sev
discuss aspects of Japanese cul en to eight million adherents
ture. Mrs. Wicks spent part o f Its fundamental concept is the
last year with her husband in “ oneness o f mankind” as ex
Japan while he was on a sab pressed by Bahaullah, founder
batical leave from his duties of the faith. For those stud
with the University’s Depart ents interested, weekly meet
ment o f Music.
ings will be held.

da Flint, Judy Breed, Claudia
Kimaide.
Finds: Jan Davis, Marf Woodbridge.
P’ ront Line: Prue Gallup,
Gail Knox, Penny Poole, Mar
gie Sweet, Ingrid Norman,
Debbie Clapp, Carol Paine, Ger
ry DeFusco.
Defensive Unit:
Lynn McKinney,
Lorraine
Quinn, Nancy Morse, Rita Tre
ble, Ellen Dickinson.
Women’s Dorms
Offensive Unit:
K Backfield:
Gerry
Julian,
Bonnie Welch. Janet Matheson,
Karen Person.
Ends: Kelly Ryan, Chris
Richardson.
Front Line: Diana King,
Marcia Peterson. Cherry Kripnendorf, Mary Houle, Suz.xnne
Blanchard.
Defensive Unit:
Marty Whitcomb, Fleck Evans,
Jeannie Leavitt. Tina Lewis,
Barbara Thomas, Nancy Ander
son, Roz Gonge. Bonnie Chaffe,
Joy Lettz, Sue Knowles, Gladys
Pierce, Linda Morris, Deede
Johnson.
Statistics:
AllAllSorority Stars
First downs
0
0
Passes intercepted 0
0
Passes completed
1
0
Penalties
12
18
Touchdowns
1
0
All-Sorority
Conference— 6;
Women’s residence hall AllStars— 0.

Pershing Rifle
Pledge Activities
Nearly Completed

The Pershing Rifle pledge
program reached the half way
mark last Friday, and enthus
iasm is still rising.
Besides the tortuous early
morning physical training, af
ternoon d r i l l sessions, the
pledges have undergone some
night problems, notably the
Honor Guard for the Women’s
residence halls last Friday.
A night maneuver o f a more
military nature has been sched
uled fo r this weekend, when the
pledges will attempt to outmaneuver the brothers o f Company
H and try to secure a hill which
the Brothers will be defending.
Company H has heard talks
on military courtesy and Euro
pean travel and duty at their
past weekly meetings, and is
looking forward to hearing
from other speakers on similar
topics. Also in the realm of its
activities. Company H supplied
an Honor Guard for UNH’s
Homecoming Queen and for
visiting Governor Rockefeller.

Factory Rejects and Cancellations
of Famous Brand Shoes

How Much Life Insurance Should
A College Senior O w n?

Largest Showing of Campus
Shoes in Area

48 Bellamy
Dover, N. H.

35 Broadway
Open 9*9

Paul B. Allen ’58
Road

For Fine Food

The College

Dover, N. H.
Phone 742-1642
Z V X x x t-x x a l I ' j r u s t :
Li re INSURANCB COMRAN ^iN oU U ngffoerbiU tttnsunnn

Corner
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SIGNS OP CONFLICT? — Speaker for the evening last Friday was Nelson Rocke
feller, but members o f the “ loyal opposition,” backing Senator Barry Goldwater.
managed to hoist a few signs. One appeared on the speaker’s platform minutes after
Rockefeller’s speech ended. Below, a packed audience o f more than 2,000 students,
faculty and visitors to the campus listened to the speech, interrupting a dozen times
to applaud his remarks.
— Charter Weeks Photo

Eight-Story Dorm
Being Planned
By Mary Sullivan
Plans are being made for a
new .151,250,000 high-rise women’s residence hall. It 'vill be
located in the hollow below the
new Stillings Hall, facing Gar
rison Avenue.
The building will go up in
two nhases, the first to begin
in the Spring, (which will be
completed in 1965). The second
will S’et underw'ay in the next
biennium as funds are avail
able. The architect of the hall
is Leo P. Provost, A.I.A., of
Manchester, N. H.
THE BUILDING, to be the
highest on the campus, will rise
eight stories but the location
will keep its height from dom
inating other buildings on the
campus.
The first phase will house
about 48 graduate students in
single rooms on the two wings
of the first floor. The remain
ing two wings will house 304
undergraduate students. A fter
construction of t h e
second
phase, the total building will
house about 650 students.
The completed, residence will
be in the shape of a “ Y ” with
three wings spreading out from
a central core. This will be the
only residence with elevators
at this point in the campus de
velopment.
THE FACTORS affecting the
decision to erect a high-rise
residence were its availability
to academic halls, within walk
ing distance, proximity +o the
new dining hall,'and the econo
mics of utilities.

While this is not the first
high-rise dormitory on a .\’ ew
i England campus, it is still un
usual enough to generate in
' terest and excitement in jCs
construction.
THE DIRhXTOR o f H o u sing’s offices will move irom
Thompson hall to the ground
level of the new' building. Also,
the building has been designed
^so that it can be used as head
quarters for summer conf mences and for work-shop groups.

Co-Rec Bowling
Season Underway
j
|
!
|

A

Co-recreation

bowling

i league for all housing units will

! begin Wednesday. About eight
teams will be selected to com
pete. It is sponsored by the
Memorial Union and the W o
men’s Recreational Association.
Dave Clevenson has been hir
ed by the Billiards and Bowling
Institute o f America at their
representative. He assists in
promoting this league with Don
Westhus,
games
supervisor.
Clevenson is a senior majoring
in philosophy. His bowling av
erage is 108.
A few of the activities being
planned are advanced bowling
instruction for girls and a
speed league fo r top male bowl
ers.

Concert Choir
Alumni Grants Elects Officers
To Students
Total $ 6 ,0 0 0

buttons-down
a student
of Oxford
From prof to frosh knowledge
gets aroimd... and the latest
is the new Decton oxford by
ARROW. Take Decton,
ARROW’S name for a shirt
blended of 65% Dacron*
polyester and 35% cotton,
give it an educated new oxford
weave and you have the equa
tion for America’s most popular
wash-and-wear shirt.
Authentic University Fashion
from the famous button-down
collar to the button and pleat
in the back, it’s tapered to trim
body lines. White, colors and
stripes to choose from.
In long sleeves as illustrated
$6.95

I

•DttPonf TM. for xt$ polyester fiber

A total of $6,000 in scholar
ships has been allocated by the
UNH Alumni and friends for
this coming year to students
who excel academically,
The U.N.H. Fund was estab
lished in 1961 by Alumni Clubs
as well as individuals, with the
primary consideration in mak
ing the awards to exceptional
students
Class of 1964
Carol Allen, Marianne Bock.
Frank Brown, Gregory Eskijian,
Christine Mialkowski, Dorothy
Perkins, David Prince, Roswfitha Tuttle.
Class of 1965
Robert L. Hill, Diana LaCava,
Judith MacDonald.
Class of 1966
Jean Buff inton, B a r b a r a
Hatch, Sarah Hodgins, Sylvia
White.
Class of 1967
Bruce L. Aron, Loretta Bar
ry, Henry B. Brown, Margai’et
Dalrymple, John Kittridge, Ka
rin Maislinger. Michael A. Min
or, Terry Tarbell

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry

Jerry Hobelmann has been
elected president of the UNH
Concert Choir. Marty Thyng is
secretary of this year’s choir;
Warren Winter, student mana
ger; Susan Drake Thompson,
student conductor; and pianist,
Jeanne Frost.
Conducted by Dr. Karl Brat
ton, music department, the 60member choir is one of three in
the country that uses the quar
tet method o f singing which
produces a stereophonic effect..
This year the concert choir
will again make a special tele
vision tape for WBZ-Boston to
be shown during Christmas.
Concert Choir will present
other concerts at UNH as w’ell
as throughout the state.

Meet Your Friends
at

La Cantino

Mil
Dover
NOW - TI ES.

M-G-M wtiSewTS

Hours 9-5:30 and by Appointment.
476 Central Ave.
Dover
Telephone SH 2-5719

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on
Repairs of All Types

PANAVISION* and M g T R Q C O i,O R

t'ont. from 6:.30
5^at. - Sun. Mat. at 2:00

After Fifteen Years
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Marine Student Returns to Campus Frederick
By Tom Slayton
As a UNH student from 194(5
to 1948, Howard Leston Bar
rett didn’t have much use for
Reserve Officers T r a i n i n g
Coi-ps instruction. Or any part
o f the military, for that matter.
Barrett is back in Durham
now to complete his senior
year in Liberal Arts, and he
wears the insignia of a U.S.
Marine Corps major — the in
tervening fifteen years between
college sophomore and military
officer have brought many
changes.
HE
STILL
maintains
a
healthy respect foi- UNH how
ever, and his feelings on the
military
have,
of
course,
changed. In fact, he is complet
ing his education under the
corps’ College Degree Program,
which allows officers to spend a
year on the college campus
while still retaining active duty
status .
Barrett attended the Uni
versity for two years right a f
ter World War II, and received
compulsory ROTC training at
that time. “ I respected it,” he
says, “ but it just left me cold.

I had no use fo r anything along
a military line.”
THEN A draft fluke brought
him within 30 days of entei’ing
the Army, and he chose an al
ternate course— enlistment in
the U.S. Marines in 1948.
In the following seven years
he wa.s stationed across the
globe, was commissioned as an
officer, and decided to complete
his college education at UNH,
while still in uniform. His pres
ence on campus today was plan
ned for nearly eight years ago.
Through college credits earn
ed at other schools in his spare
time and constant correspond
ence with UNH officials on the
acceptability of courses, he
completed his junior year. “ I
discovered that wherever I
studied,” Barrett said, “ schools
had a healthy respect for the
University of New Hampshire.
Every school I attended (four
in all) accepted without ques
tion my UNH credits.
“ TH AT’S something I think
UNH can be proud of,” he add
ed.
The Marine officer applied
for permission to spend his fin-

al year at New Hampshire, and
was one of S.'S candidates accep
ted this year under the College
Degi'ee Program. He’s here now
majoring in history, a field he
believes will be very important
to him in future Marine assign
ments.
In June he‘ll try on another
“ uniform,” that o f the tradi
tional cap and gown at gradu
ation ceremonies. His wife and
three children will be on the
sidelines.
W HAT CHANGES has he
noticed after punctuating his
college studies with a 15-year
absence from
the campus?
“ Well I’m tremenously impres
sed with the university develop
ment since I left,” he said. “ But

We can get it
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R. Kappel

(Continued from page 0)
Some people have a lot more
trouble finding themselves, as
the phrase goes, than others.
And I would never say to a
college student that if he hasn’t
yet found himself, then his col
lege years have been in vain.
The important question is, is
he using them to help him in
the search ? Or is he just pickthe biggest impression I ’ve
got is to see some of the same
professors
still
here.
They
haven’t aged a day!”
And as fo r
anti-military
feelings: “ I’ll probably serve as
a guest lecturer fo r the ROTC
programs here,” he said. “ I ’ve
come a long w’a y !”

ing up a lot of notions that
don’t really hit him where he
lives — and then kidding him1 .self that having acquierd this
I paraphernalia, he can make a
j life out of it ?
j In the latter case, he is in for
' some trouble, because false no■tions get in the way of real
I ones and make “ finding one's
j self” that much harder.
! As a matter of fact, a lot of
I young people .seem to me to be
j leaving the colleges these days
all dressed up in ideas that
don’t really fit them. The shed
ding process can sometimes be
painful, but if there isn’t any
shedding, then in the long run
the results can be more painful
still (and even tragic).
I

Tom Thomsen wanted challenging work

W e’ ll send you one fu ll-size M EN N EN
SPEED STICK DEODORANT free (but
only one per person—our supply is limited)
if you send us the coupon below with only
25^ for postage and handling.
You’ll enjoy the clean, fast, neat way—the
man’s way—to all-day deodorant protection.
M ENNEN SPEED STICK , the man-size
deodorant, goes on so wide it protects almost
3 times the area of a narrow roll-on track.
Goes on dry, too—no drip, mess or tackiness.
So be our guest—send for yours today.

He found it at Western Electric
M EN N EN
FD R M EN

T. R. Thomsen, B.S.M.E., University of Nebraska,
'58, came to Western Electric for several reasons.
Important to him was the fact that our young engi
neers play vital roles right from the start, working
on exciting engineering projects in communica
tions including: electronic switching, thin film cir
cuitry, microwave systems and optical masers.
Western Electric’s wide variety of challenging
assignments appealed to Tom, as did the idea of
advanced study through full-time graduate engi
neering training, numerous management courses
and a company-paid Tuition Refund Plan.
Tom knows, too, that we’ll need thousands of
experienced engineers for supervisory positions
within the next few years. And he’s getting the
solid experience necessary to qualify. Right now,
Tom is developing new and improved inspection

M E N N EN

SPEED
S T IC K
d e o d o ra n t

FOR MEN

THE MENNEN CO.,
Box 200 SS, Morristown, N . J.

Gentlemen: Send me one free Speed Stick.
I enclose 25^ for postage and handling.
NAME.

Western Electric

ADDRESSCITY_____

-ZONE.

AN

-STATE.

._J

E Q U A L O P P O R T U N IT Y

M A N U F A C T U R IN G

and process control techniques to reduce manu
facturing costs of telephone switching equipment.
Tom is sure that Western Electric is the right place
for him. What about you?
If you set the highest standards for yourself,
enjoy a challenge, and have the qualifications
we’re looking for—we want to talk to you! Oppor
tunities for fast-moving careers exist now for elec
trical, mechanical and industrial engineers, and
also for physical science, liberal arts and business
majors. For more detailed information, get your
copy of the Western Electric Career Opportunities
booklet from your Placement Officer. Or write:
Western Electric Company. Room 6405. 222 Broad
way, New York 38. N. Y. And be sure to arrange
for a personal interview when the Bell Syste-'"
recruiting team visits your campus.
AND

SUPPLY

U N IT O F TH E B E LL SYSTEM

E M P L O .Y E R

P rin c ip a l m a n u fa c tu rin g lo c a tio n s in 1 3 c itie s • O p e ra tin g c e n te rs in m a n y o f th e s e s a m e c itie s plu s 3 6 o th e rs th ro u g h o u t th e U . S.
E n g in e e rin g R e se a rc h C e n te r, P rin c e to n , N . J . • T e le ty p e C o rp ., S k o k ie , III., L ittle R o ck, A rk. • G e n . H q ., 1 9 5 B ro a d w a y. N e w Y o rk
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Doubles In Five Years

Thompson School Reports Enrollment Boom
By Tom Slayton
At a time when collegre en
rollment in agricultural pro
grams is declining across the
nation, the University o f New
Hampshire’s Thompson School
of Agriculture reports a steady
increase in the size o f its enter
ing classes.
So steady, in fact, that total
enrollment has doubled in the
past five years. The trend will
probably continue, according to
Profesor Philip
S. Barton,
school director and founder of
the 24-year-old program here.
THOMPSON SCHOOL lists

132 students on its rolls, with
all indications pointing to an
even larger entering class next
year. The school offers a twoyear program of studies lead
ing to an associate in applied
sciences degree.
Students in the program can
also transfer to the College o f
Agriculture’s four-year course
if further formal education is
desired.
Thompson School was estab
lished in 1939 as an adjunct to
the four-year program. Previ
ously a two-year course in ap
plied farming had been offered.

Gradual reorganization has ex
panded the scope o f the school,
with study programs now off
ered in six areas — general
agriculture, agri-business, ani
mal science, horticulture, forest
technician, and soil and water
conservation technician fields.
BARTON SAID a generaliz
ed lab technician program is
now being studied for inclusion
in the curricula. New offerings,
he feels, have been a chief rea
son fo r the climb in enrollment
and interest shown in the twoyear program here.
“ Programs like ours have

been stressed in New England
for years,” he said, “ and this is
now spreading across the coun
try. There’s a growing need for
trained people in productive ag
ricultural fields, and this de
mand cannot be met solely by
graduating classes from fouryear colleges.”
He pointed out that TSA
graduates have secured em
ployment in a wide range of
jobs, from dairy, poultry and
vegetable farm ing to forestry
technicians and farm insurance.
THE DECLINE in four-year
school
enrollment
is
being

(Continued from page 6)
But there is an even more
compelling reason to believe
I the conditions will not be met.
IIt is that Khrushchev now has
; Mr. Kennedy’s signature on
' the dotted line o f the test-ban
Itreaty,
the
implications
of
Iwhich the Red leader is not likely
to overlook. Should the Soviet
1 government even hint that it
Imight want to make a nuclear
! test shot which would violate
Ithe treaty, the political reperIcussions on an American admin
istration which campaigned so
vigorously fo r faith in the Com
munist world, could be fatal in
1964.
I cannot be convinced that
Kennedy is so altruistic as to
pass up such an opportunity.
Nor have past New Frontier
actions indicated any subserviance of the political to matters
concerning our -welfare and
security.
How do you stand, sirCopyright 1963, Los Angeles
Times Syndicate.

Sevareid . . .
(Continued from page 6)
in some countries — Venezuela
for example — the heaviest
American dollar infusions will
not g-uarentee an end to the
communist threat.
We know that the ability of
one nation to alter deeply root
ed social and class structures
in an alien nation is extremely
limited. We are beginning to
know that the accumulation of
capital and skills that required
generations in America or Eur
ope cannot be done in semi
primitive societies in a decade,
modern science or no modern
science. We are a relatively
young people and we are only
now coming to terms with the
true pace of the long pilgrim 
age of the human race and the
immAise variety o f the human
condition. Europeans inherited
this knowledge from their to
tal race experience; we have
had to learn it fo r ourselves,
the hard way. That is the signi
ficant result of these “ crash”
programs — the result in our
own thinking.
And a by-product o f all this,
thank heaven, is the realization,
at long last, that American in
efficiency or bumbling ignor
ance are not the real reasons
why progress in alien lands
comes slowly. It is a realization
that it is going to put a lot of
fervent after-dinner speakers
and writers o f quickie books
out o f business.
(Distributed 1963, by The Hall
Syndicate, Inc.)
(All Rights Reserved)

m S^S^A ^FFLEJlB A C T

Y

stemmed, Barton feels, by in
OU have heard us mention Miss Revera Afflerbach who has been Forelady here at Eagle Shirts since 1918. creased
emphasis on program
It is not often that one sees such allegiance, and we appreciate it. Also, she has been very nice to allow us ming o f production agricultural
courses. The need for agricul

to bandy her name about in ads, books, etc. So we would like to proclaim something to honor her and also give tural engineers and other high

ly trained technicians.is just as

us another excuse to bandy her name: The Afflerbach Golden Jubilee Year.

★

Now, ordinarily this wouldn’t great, but the emphasis placed

on at least four years o f educa

occur until 1968, but why wait until the last moment? Besides, we have already struck a medal (see above). The tion has discouraged prospec
cloth in the shirt upon which the medal is hanging is also named after her: Afflerbach Cloth. It is made in
Switzerland to her specifications, which are 20% wool and 80% cotton. Her reasoning is interesting. She wanted
enough wool to make it very soft, but enough cotton to make it light and washable. Any more wool than
that and it’s not a shirt so much as a nice, if bulky, garment for woodchopping or other hearty activities.
★

Additionally, it is mothproof; if for no other reason than that no moth would be willing to go to all that

work for such scant nourishment. Afflerbach Cloth is the moth equivalent of pomegranates. The Afflerbach Jubilee
Shirt comes, complete with medal as shown, in solid colors (flame red, midnight navy, loden green, winter white,
smoke blue) at about $13.00; and tartans, district checks and blazer stripes at about $14.00, wherever Eagle Shirts
are sold. If you’re not sure where that is in your town, write Miss Afflerbach, Eagle Shirtmakers. Quakertown, Pa.
It might be nice if you said congratulations.
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Pe n n s y l v a n ia

tive students, he said.
Barton added that some stud
ents simply cannot survive the
educational demands of a fouryear program.
Because of this, the two-year
school is receiving added sup
port from agricultural educat
ors and students. “ Our biggest
enrollment jump came right a f
ter we added the forestry tech
nician curriculum,” Barton said.
“ I think this gives a good indi
cation of feeling on the sub
ject.”
PLANS FOR the future in
cluded expanded curricula anil
activities to accommodate even
higher enrollments.
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OnCanffios MawicSithfaaIttian
{B y the Author of ''Roily Round the Flay, Boys!” and,
“ Barefoot Boy With C h eek ” )

BOOM!
Today, foregoing levity, let us turn our keen young minds to
the principal problem facing American colleges today: the
population explosion. Only last week four people exploded in
Cleveland, Ohio—one of them while carrying a plate of soup.
In case you’re thinking such a thing couldn’t happen anywhere
but in Cleveland, let me tell you about two other cases last
week—a 45-year-old man in Provo, Utah, and a 19-year-old
girl in Xorthfield, Minnesota. And, in addition, there was a
near miss in High Point, North Carolina—an eight-year-old
boy who was saved only by the quick thinking of his cat, Fred, who
pushed the phone off the hook with his muzzle and dialed the
department of weights and measures. (It would, perhaps, have
been more logical for Fred to dial the fire department, but one
can hardly expect a cat to summon a fire engine which is fol
lowed by a Dalmatian, can one?)
But I digress. The population explosion, I say, is upon us.
It is, of course, cause for concern but not for alarm, because I
feel sure that science will ultimately find an answer. After all,

has not science in recent years brought us such marvels as the
maser, the bevatron, and the Marlboro filter? Oh, what a saga
of science was the discovery of the Marlboro filter! Oh, what a
heart-rending epic of trial and error, of dedication and perse
verance! And, in the end, what a triumph it was when the
Marlboro research team, after years of testing and discarding
one filter material after another—iron, nickel, tin, antimony,
obsidian, poundcake—finally emerged, tired but happy, from

their laboratory, carrying in their hands the perfect filter
cigarette! Indeed, what rejoicing there still is whenever we
light up a Marlboro which comes to us in soft pack and FlipTop Box in all fifty states and Cleveland!
Yes, science will ultimately solve the problems arising from
the population explosion, but meanwhile America’s colleges
are in dire straits. Where can we find classrooms and teachers
for today’s gigantic influx of students?
Well sir, some say the solution is to adopt the trimester sys
tem. This system, already in use at many colleges, eliminates
summer vacations, has three semesters per annum instead of
two, and compresses a four-year-course into three years.
This is, of course, good, but is it good enough? Even under
the trin^pster system the student has occasional days off. More
over, his nights are utterly wasted in sleeping. Is this the kind
of all-out attack that is indicated?
I say no. I say desperate situations call for desperate reme
dies. I say that partial measures will not solve this crisis. I
say we must do no less than go to school every single day of
the year. But that is not all. I say we mu^t go to school 21^
hours of every day!
The benefits of such a program are, as you can see, obvious.
First of all, the classroom shortage will disappear because all
the dormitories can be converted into classrooms. Second, the
teacher shortage will disappear because all the night watchmen
can be put to work teaching solid state physics and Restoration
drama. And finally, overcrowding will disappear because every
body will quit school.
Any further questions?
© iqm Maxshuiman

Yes, one further question: the makers of Marlboro, who
sponsor this column, would like to know whether you have
tried a Marlboro lately. IVs the filter cigarette with a man’ s
world of flavor. Settle back and enjoy one soon
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Believe It Or Not Dept.: Squash Anyone?
Editor’s Note: Time was when
the word" squash” brought to
mind pictures of British school
boys in knee socks. Squash,
along with rugby, soccer and
cricket, belonged on the playing
fields o f the British Isles.
Not so in America, where
.scientists and gamesmen will
turn any institution inside out
in the name of Progress. Take
bowling for example: The Brit
ish did it outside on the lawn
for centuries, Enjoying modest
success.
Americans brought it inside,
set up a bar and gleaming steel
pinsetters, and it became the
fastest
growing
participant
sport in the country.
But squash? Well if not popu
lar as a sport over here, at
least we can grow something
which looks sporty, all the way
to the dining room table . . .
*
*
It’s kickoff time fo r a deli
cious new squash shaped like
a football and developed by the
N.H. Agricultural Experiment
Station especially for those who
pack a ready-to-cook product.
N.H. No. 6 has been in train
ing at the University of New
Hampshire for 10 years. Now
weighing in at 10 to 12 pounds
and considered a star by its
coach, plant breeder Elwyn
Header, the newcomer has been
named Goldpack.
The squash now takes its
place in the lineup with other
UNH vegetable introductions.
As full of surprises as a triple
threat quarterback, its history
can be compared with the 1910
football of pre-passing days
which took to the field looking
like a pumpkin and gradually
was given pointed ends.
A fast runner, Goldpack was
planted May 29 at the UNH
Horticultural Farm where it
ripened by August 20. This is
a full month before frost time

HOMECOMING SPORTS— Linda Adams, Bev Morrison and
Debbie Longa, familiar faces during Homecoming festivities,
go into formation with N. H. Number Six, alias Goldpack.
The football-shaped vegetable was developed by the A gri
cultural Experiment Station here.
— UNH Photo
in Southeastern New Hamp
shire.
Goldpack features a bright,
golden flesh and a non-skid
canteloupe-like tread over a
smooth, thin pink skin. Its com
pact shape makes for easy
handling. The thin rind means
easy peeling and cutting into
cubes for stuffing into polyeth
ylene bags for the vegetable
counter.
The squash’s heredity frees
it from the green streaks and
bumps which long have been
drawbacks of the Hubbard
squash, an old standby’ in the
vegetable trade. Goldpack has
high quality and its dry flesh
makes it ideal for many uses

and helps it to store until midv/inter. Header reports. Fifteen
tons to the acre were produced
in Durham on manured land to
which superphosphate had been
applied.
Twelve generations ago the
parents of the new star were
the Pink Banana equash, a late
maturing California variety us
ed primarily for canning, and
an orange Turban type of high
quality and dry flesh which
stemmed from Turkey.
Seeds are the large, enamel
type which are easy to plant.
Supplies o f
seeds are being
increased by commercial com
panies which will offer Goldpack to home gardners and
commercial
growers
next
spring.
(The Editors again: We told
you so!)

Subscription Film
Society
The Jaundiced Eye Film
Society is offering a series
of five films to be chosen
from a group including Tor
ment, M. The Devil and the
Flesh, The Grand Illusion,
The Great Dictator. Duck
soup, and similar films.

ERASE W ITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON’ S CORRASABLE BOND
Touch-type, hunt-and-peck, type wdth one hand tied
behind your back—it’s easy to turn out perfect papers
on Corrasable. Because you can erase without a trace.
Typing errors disappear like magic with just the flick of
an ordinary pencil eraser.There’s never a telltale erasure
mark on Corrasable's special surface.
Corrasable is available in light.
■■■ "
medium, heavy weights and Onion
f
Skin. In convenient 100-sheet
y
packets and 500-sheet ream
boxes. Onlv Eaton makes
Corrasable.
/

C O R P O R ATION : ' E P I T T S F I E L D .

35 m.ni. prints of the highest
quality will be required to
fill the quota. I f 100 are not
obtained within the next two
weeks, all checks will be re
turned. Please send your
check to:
Jaundiced Eye Film Society

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
E. ATON P A P E R

The
series subscription
price is $5.00 for the five
films. Each subscription will
admit up to three persons
per showing. The showings
will be held at the Franklin
Theater on Friday evenings
at 10:45 p.m. after the
scheduled show. The sched
ule of movies will appear in
this newspaper.

Post Office Box 311
M ASS.

Durham, N. H.
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Intramural Football
League “ A”
W

Lambda Chi Tops SAE
To Lead First League
By Bill Hussey
Lambda Chi took over undis
puted possession of first place
in the Large Fraternity brack
et of the Intramural Football
League with a solid 30-6 win
over SAE last week.
Both teams were undefeated
going into the contest, but
Lambda Chi’s superior speed
and line proved to be too much
for the losers to cope with.
Tailback Manley Solovicas rid
dled the SAE pass defense for
four touchdown aerials. How
ever, the Lambda Chi line prov
ed the margin of victory.
Solovicas’ excellent protec
tion from his forward wall all
owed him ample time to spot
and hit potential receivers. The
Lambda Chi defensive align
ment should not go by unmen
tioned. Throughout the after
noon the defense broke through
the SAE line and put the
rush on tailback Greg West.
West very often found himself
smothered by Lambda Chi line
men and saw four of his passes
fall into the • hands of the
Lambda Chi secondary.

The winners wasted no time
in getting into the scoring col
umn as Solovicas chalked up
his first T.D. pass with only a
few minutes dead in the first
half. Lambda Chi then led 6-0.
Late in the half the SAE
squad penetrated deep into
Lambda Chi turf on a West
completion to Bruce Misiasek
and an unnecessary rounghness
penalty against Lambda Chi.
However, the rugged Lambda
Chi defense dug in and stop
ped SAE just short of paydirt.
At the end of the first half
Lambda Chi still led 6-0.
The second half saw Lambde
Chi open up and pull out o f
reach of the determined SAE
nine. With the second half only
a little more than a minute old
“ Murph” Albert intercepted* a
West bomb and sped the length
of the field for the second
Lambda Chi tally.
Minutes later the winners
struck again, with Solovicas
hurling his second T.D. pass.
Determined SAE came right
back, however, with a touch
down pass of their own. Ron

Lambda Chi
SAE
A T O
Phi Mu Delta
Acacia
Theta Chi

Paul Sweet, 39 Years

L T Pet.

4 0
3 1 0
2 2
2 2
1 3
0 4

League “ B”
Phi Kappa Theta
T K E
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Beta
A G R
Pi K A

2
2
1
1
1
0

League “ C”
Fairchild
Sawyer
Hetzel
East-West
Gibbs
Alexander
Englehardt
Hunter

3 0
3 0
3 0
1 1
1 1
0 3
0 3
0 3

0 1.000
.750
0 .500
0 .500
0 .250
0 .000

0 1 1.000
0

1 1.000

1 0
2 0
2 0

.500
.333
.333

2

.000

0

0 1.000
0 1.000
0 1.000

1
1
0
0
0

.500
.500
.000
.000
.000

Pettee snagged West’s aerial
and fought his way to the
Lambda Chi two yard line.
West then flipped to Misiasek
for the score. Lambda Chi was
now in front, 18-6.
With two minutes remaining
in the tilt. Lambda Chi put the
icing on the cake when Pete
Merrill hauled in a Solovicas
pass in the SAE end zone.
Lambda Chi scored once more
on another interception to give
it the 30-6 win.

By Bill Hussey
Thirty nine years ago — in
the Fall of 1924 to be more
exact — Paul C. Sweet first ap
peared on the UNH campus as
head Track and Cross Country
Coach.
At that time no one could
know what achievements lay
ahead for Sweet during his
many years at UNH. Anyone
who has ever attended a UNH
track meet could not have mis
sed the mild-mannered whitehaired track mentor.
Always on the move. Sweet isconstantly moving from one
boy to another giving the ad
vice which he is so qualified to
give.
Sweet came to the University
from Elko County High School
in Elko, Nevada, where he held
the position of Athletic Direc
tor. Even at that time Sweet
was no newcomer to the world
of field and track. He had gain
ed recognition in track while
attending the University of Ill
inois as a member of the Big
Ten championship track team
and running on their world’s
championship 440 relay team
and the collegiate 880 relay
championship team.
Since 1924, Sweet has seen
both fat and lean years. There
were years when he led his
boys to championships, and
there were years when had to
go winless.

Now five kinds of Chevrolets for all kinds of people!

At times, so many boys
would go out for track that he
would have to issue them num
bers in order to identify them.
But there have also been the
years, especially very recently
when only a handful of boys
would go out. for both track
(Continued on page 15)

Killington Slates
Skiing Weekend
Plans are nearing the final
stages for holding a ski-party
weekend at the Killington Ski
Area in Vermont on November
8, 9, and 10.
Pre-season skiing and lessons
on Killington’s Snowshed Slopes
are planned for Saturday and
Sunday.
Cost of the weekend, includ
ing 2 parties, lunches, 2 days
of lessons and skiing, chairlift
rides. Ski Fashion Show, dance,
and special entertainment, is
only $13.00.

here is a book
that is
teaching us
how to reach out
for intelligent

ideas

Like most of us, you probably
feel pressured at times with, the
demands made on you for original
thinking, — for fresh ideas that
will lift your work above the
commonplace. Through the study
of this book. Science and Health
with K ey to the Scriptures by
M ary Baker Eddy, we are learn
ing how to turn to God for the
intelligent ideas we need. Y o u
can do this, too.

64 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT COUPE

J E T -S M O O T H L U X U R Y C H E V R O L E T -F o r luxuryloving people. Rich new styling, finer appointments in
all four series and 15 models. Engines up to 425 hp*,
manual or Powerglide* transmissions.
N E W C H E V E L L E — For pacesetting people. A totally
new kind of car with small-car handling, big-car comfort!
Styling that makes expensive cars jealous. Three series
and 11 models, and a full choice of engine and trans
mission teams!
C H E V Y I I —-For practical people. Chevy II
with new V 8 power* for fu n -on -a -sh oestrin g .
Stretches the shoestring further with 4 - and

6-cylinder engines. Chevy I I ’s six models in two series
all act like they’re bigger, more expensive cars!
C O R V A IR — For fun-loving people. More fun than
ever from Corvair’s new bigger engine! Same Corvair
handling and riding ease in 9 models— including the
150-hp Turbocharged Spyders!
C O R V E T T E — For sports-minded people. Corvette now
rides softer, smoother— but loses none of its gusto because
its big V 8 offers versions from 250 to 375 h p*!
W an t to get together with other car-loving
people? Go see your Chevrolet dealer . . . he
likes all kinds!
*optional at extra cost

See five entirely different lines of cars at your Chevrolet Showroom - CHEVROLET, CHEVELLE, CHEVY

n, CORVAIR & CORVETTE

W e invite you to come to our
meetings and to hear how we
are working out our problems
through applying the truths of
Christian Science.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
The University of Hew Hampshire
Durham
Meeting time: 6:30 p.m. Thursdays
Meeting place: Memorial Union
Rockingham Room
Science and Health is available at all
Christian Science Reading Rooms and at many
college bookstores. Paperback Edition $1.95.

Thursday, October 24, Ibb.'!
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Vermont 28 - UNH 6

1963 Conference Hones Dashed
The University of Vermont
Catamounts ended any UNH
dreams of a second straight
Y a n kee Conference football
championship l a s t Saturday
with a convincing 28-6 win over
the Wildcats at Burlington,
Vermont.
UNH once again was never
able to get its offense moving
as Vermont held it to a total
of 199 yards gained, while the
Catamounts rolled up a total of

Coach Paul Sweet

Paul S w e e t . . .
(Continued from page 14)
and cross country. Neverthe
less, whether Sweet won or
lost, whether there were a hun
dred boys out for track or just
a few, he would always be
there as a friend and coach.
In his 39 years as the Wild
cat track pilot. Sweet has
coached his boys to one Nation
al AAU crown, eight IC4A
Championships and five Penn
Relay Trophies. He has also
coached a boy who went on to
the Olympics.
Besides these many laurels,
he has accumulated a record

that would impress any track
fan.
Looking forward to many
more years at the University,
Sweet is hoping for another
successful season with both
his track and cross country
teams.
Over the 39 years that he
has been track coach, Sweet
has seen two generations come
and go at the University, but
over this period o f time his
enthusiasm has not flickered.
Surely, Paul Sweet deserves
a tip of the hat from everyone
on campus fo r the many years
he has taught with his never
ending enthusiasm.

LAMBDA CHI’S SUT MARSHALL knocks down pass in
tended for SAE’s Bruce Misiaszek in end zone in last week’s
football game between the two unbeaten intramural teams,
as Ron Pettee, SAE, looks on. Lambda Chi outgunned the
Sig Alphs, 30-6.
•— Dave Henderson Photo

TOWN AND CAMPUS now has available
the finest quality popular-priced

AM-FM

radios fo r the student and Durham W UNHFM listening audience..
We invite everyone to come in to hear and

373 yards. Paced by halfback
Ken Burton, Vermont showed a
fine running game that UNI;
was unable to stop.
IN THE 1ST QUARTER,
Dan Serieka started what look
ed like a disappointing Ver
mont Homecoming by picking
up a Charlie Foster punt on the
UNH 17 and romping all the
way with the whole Vermont
team looking on.
A swarm of Vermont wouldbe tacklers thought the ball had
rolled dead and stood by as Ser
ieka, who had heard no whistle,
wisely picked the ball up and
headed fo r the Vermont end
zone. This bit o f humiliation
was more than enough to
arouse Vermont. They blocked
the extra point and took over
for the afternoon.
ON THE FIRST play of the
second quarter Burton comnleted a Vermont touchdown drive
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fi-ater- by scampering 25 yards to
nity and Hetzel dormitory tied score. Paul Touissant’s extra
for the litramural Track cham point put them ahead to stay.

SAE Wins
Intramural
Track Meet

pionship last week at Cowell
Stadium. Finishing third was
Fairchild Hall, followed by
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Hetzel’s Brown, Doherty of
Fairchild, and Lambda Chi’s
Pete Merrill each won two
events. Brawn won the shot
put and high jump, Doherty the
high and low hurdles, and Mer
rill wen both the 109 and 220
yard dashes. Helping Brown
for Hetzel were Cook and Beland, who won the broad jump
and javelin. SAE’s only first
place winner was Tom Heaiy.
who won the discus throw, but
the Sigma Alphs piled up four
seconds and two thirds to tie
Hetzel.
Team results: SAE, 23 points,
Hotzel, 23 pts., Fairchild, 14
pts., Lambda Chi, 12 pts., EastWest,, 9 pts.. Phi Mu Delta,
9 pts., Sigma Beta, 8 pts., Englehardt, 1 pa.
Individual Results
Broad jump: 1 - Gook, Hetzel;
2 - Misiaszek, SAE; 3 - Thomp
son, Phi Mu Delta; 4 - Grzebielski, SAE.
Javelin: 1 - Beland, Hetzel;
2 - Morin, East-West; 3 - Hertel, SAE; 4 - Bomberger, Het
zel.
Shot Put: 1 - Brown, Hetzel;
2 - Godzyk, Sigma Beta; 3 Smith, SAE; 4 - Morin EastWest.
100 yard dash: 1 - Merrill,
Lambda Chi; 2 - Brown, SAE;
3 - Ball, East-West; 4 - Peschin,
Lambda Chi.
Low hurdles; 1 - Doherty,
Fairchild; 2 - LeClair, Phi Mu
Delta; 3 - Spurway, Fairchild;
4 - Linke, SAE.
High Jump: 1 - Brown, Het
zel; 2 - Misiaszek, SAE; 3 Spurway, Fairchild; 4 - Pesola,
Englehardt.
220 yard dash; 1 - Merrill,
Lambda Chi; 2 - Ball, EastWest; 3 - Alpen, Phi Mu Delta;
4 - Lewis, Lambda Chi.
High Hurdles: 1 - Doherty,
Fairchild; 2 - Brown, SAE; 3 Cook, Sigma Beta; 4 - LeClair,
Phi Mu Delta.
Discus: 1 - Heaiy, SAE; 2 Cook, Sigma Beta; 3 - Fisk,
Hetzel; 4 - Thompson, Phi Mu
Delta.

Yankee Conf. Standing
Team
W L T Pet.
Miassachusetts 3 0 0 1.000
Vermont
2
.667
Maine
3
.600
New'Hampshire 1
.333
Rhode Island
1
.250
Connecticut
0
.000

7-6. Late in the quarter, Ver
mont recovered a UNH fu^.'nle
on the Wildcat .38. A few ; ctvs
later, with the ball on the
UNH 11, Quarterback John
O’Dea stepped back and fired a
short pass to Dean Kent for
Vermont’s second touchdown.
Touissant converted and Ver
mont led at halftime, 14-6.
Neither team could muster a
drive in the third' quarter, but
Vermont came alive again in
the fourth. With a second down
and one at the UNH 39, O’Dea
again went to the air. This time
he found Paul Touissant open
and Vermont had a first down
on the UNH 12 yard line. Five
plays later O’Dhea snuck over
from the one. Touissant conver
ted and Vermont led, 21-6.
Scott Fitz completed the a f
ternoon for Vermont when he
went 23 yards ^ r the final
touchdowm. And Touissant. who
had a perfect day, converted
again again.
Mike Eastwood and Serieka
carried the brunt of the UNH
ground game but it wasn’t
enough. The Wildcats could on
ly complete two of nine pa.us at
tempts.
T h i s w e e k Northeastern
comes to Durham unbeaten and
untied in five games, fresh from
a 14-0 victory over Springfield.
The Huskies have plenty of
talent and will be looking to
beat the Wildcats, who were
the last team to beat them, 6-0,
at Boston last vear.
UNH
6
0
0
r_ 6
Vermont 0
14
0 14— 28

'Cat Runners
Take 3 -W a y
Boston Contest Sailing Club

The UNH cross country team
easily defeated Wesleyan and
MIT in a tri-meet last Satur
day, 28-47-59, at Franklin Field
in Boston, as the ’Cat runners
took five o f the first ten posi
tions.
Cantain Bernie W olfe was
the first UNH runner across
the finish line, finishing 2nd to
MIT’s Sumner Brown, who won
the race with a time o f 20:02.6.
Junior Jeff Reneau finished
fourth followed by another
UNH junior Don Dean, fifth.
The freshman team had a
little more trouble, though, as
they finished third to the W es
leyan and MIT freshmen har
riers in a meet won by Wes
leyan, 29-46-54. The Wildkittens placed two men in the
first ten, Don Chase, 4th, and
Garceau, 8th.

Schedule
October 26-27; Freshman In
vitation at M.I.T.
November 25; Dance at Me
morial Union Building spon
sored by UNH Sailing Club.
December 2; Filin at Memor
ial Union Building on .\merica
Cup Races (Public)
Fall and Spring Program —
Cruising, teaching and test
ing on weekends by Sailing
Club instructors.
Winter Program —
Shore classes — M o n d a y
nights, 7:00 p.m. at Memorial
Union Building.
1. Elementary sailing classes.
2. Racing rules and tactics
(N E ISA )
3. N.avigation

SPORT COATS —
SUITS —
TOPCOATS —
by
Hart, Schaffner, Marx
and
Cricketeer

see these fine radios.

NEED A HAIRCUT?
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Eoton Re-elected
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By Nick Littlefield
Three U.S. State Department
experts discussed the CIA, the
tJ.S. position in Western Eur
ope and inter-American rela
tions in a Foreign Policy Sym
posium here Tuesday,
The team included Col. Stu
art M. Porter, chief staff off
icer, Weapons Evaluation and
Control Bureau, Arms Control
and Disarmament A g e n c y ;
John L. Topping, deputy direc
tor of the Office of Regional
Affairs; and Wesley C. Haraldson, special •assistant to the
deputy assistant secretary. Bur
eau of Inter-American Affairs.
THE TRIO also addressed
government department classes
Tuesday morning. Each man
spoke on his area specialty.
At the symposium, Haraldson said that all foreign policy
is designed to further national
interests. He stated that our
foreign policies, and those of

Willioms . . .
(Continued from page 1)
Burning” in 1959, and “ The
Night of Trees” in 1961. His
short stories have appeared in
Esquire, The New Yorker, Good
Housekeeping, and the Satur
day Evening Post. Several have
been published in prize short
story collections.
The winner of a Guggenheim
fellowship in 1962, Williams
took a leave of absence from
his teaching post at UNH last
year to work on a major novel
entitled “ So.” He is presently
working on a play, the plot of
which was inspired by a dream
he has had. Poetry and short
stories are also in progress.
MUCH OF Williams more re
cent work has for its backerround the rural area of New
Hampshire. In the title novel
ette of “ A High New House,”
there are manv places and
faces chat the UN H student will
find familiar. Among the refer
ences is one allusion to Samoza Air Force Base” where
“ Peace is C)ur Profession.” The
engines of the S'amoza Air
Force Base planes drone insistentlv over the classrooms
and conference tables of the un
iversity where the main figure
of the narrative is an English
instructor.
Another first for Williams’
“ High New House” came earl
ier this year when it received
the first Dial Press Fellowship
for Fiction.

other nations, usually have a
minimum effect on world af
fairs.
He pointed out that U.S. in
fluence abroad depends on this
country’s military strength and,
more important, on the reflec
tion of life in this country
through its newspapers, maga
zines and movies.
T H E FOLLOWING areas
were also discussed during a
question and answer period:
— CIA: its main objective, in
foreign policy, is intelligence.
The
CIA’s
information
is
weighed heavily in almost all
U.S. foreign policy decisions.
—Disarmament: the US' and
USSR are in complete disagree
ment on how to effectively ach
ieve disarmament. The U.S.
wants comprehensive inspection
guarantees and the Soviet Un
ion does not.
— Cuba: All the missiles that
the U.S. spotted are gone. A
large number of the Russian
troops in Cuba has been with
drawn.
— CIA Operations: all CIA
operations are approved by the
White House or State Depart
ment. Most of the time these
operations are not made public
because public knowledge would
make them ineffective.

'Brave New World’
(Continued from page 1)
World” will include Ted Davis
as John, The Savage; Paul
Cilley as world controller Mustapha Mond; Robert Valliere as
Bernard Marx; Roy Scribner
as Henry Foster; Dottie Hershkowitz as Lenina Crowne: Bar
bara
Kuhlman
as
Fanny
Crowne; and Tinka Darling as
Linda, John’s mother.
Ox'HER CAST members are

John Donnelly, Robert Skerry,
John Buksbazen, Frances Platt,
Martha Berry and Polly Ashton.
Sets and costumes for “ Brave
New World” have been designed
by Richard Wilcox; lighting was
designed by Skip Brown. Adap
ter Edwards has directed the
production.
The play will be presented at
8 p.m. tomorrow and Saturday
nights and at the same time
next Friday and Saturday,
November 1 and 2.
Tickets are available for $1
at the Johnson Theater box
office.

Tom-E*s Traveling
Pizza

EDITORIAL NOTE

Free Delivery in Durham
868-2274
Open Daily Except Saturday
From 5:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Subject to space limita
tions, The New Hampshire
will attempt to publish all
letters received from our
readers.

i& a b c m c

N-O-W THRU TUES.

Weekdays 6:15 & 8:25 Sat. & Sun- at 1:45-4:60-8:25

The V.I.RS
P A N A V IS IO N - and M E T R O C O L O R

The University of N e w
Hainpshire’s recently enlarged
Board of Trustees has re-elected
Forest M. Eaton of Portsmouth
as its chairman.
Eaton, vice president and
general manager o f the New
Hampshire Electric Co., has
served on the board since 1959.
Also re-elected as vice chair
man was Dean P. Williamson
o f Concord, secretary-treasurer
of the Manufacturers and Mer
chants Mutual Insurance Co.
Elected as secretary was J.
Arthur Tufts, of Exeter, general
manager of the Granite State
Nurseries.
Appointed to a newly created
post as legal advisor to the
board was Atty. Maurice F.
Devin of Manchester.
Devin
has served on the Board of
LITERARY PRIZE WINNER— Professor Thomas Williams,
Trustees since 1949.
with his latest book, “ A High New House.”
The election took place Satur
— Charter Weeks Photo day during the board’s annual
reorganization meeting. Under
legislation adopted by the New
Hampshire General Court last
June, the board is responsible
for administering the affairs
of the University of New
Hampshire and Keene and Ply
mouth . State Colleges.

Why Give?

DONORS NEEDED

An incident of a serviceman
who began bleeding from a wis
dom tooth extraction is the reafor a UNH Army ROTC in
structor’s donation of two pints
of blood a year for the past
eight years.
Stationed at Ft. Belvoir, Va.
in 1955, Master Sergeant Edi
son E. Temple of Four Oaks,
N. C. and his company were
asked to donate blood to try to
save the life of a “free-bleeder.” In the company of over
200 men, 89 pints were obtained
but couldn’t save the life of a
man who bled 55 gallons in two
weeks.
The incident received nation
al attention. At the time Ft.
Belvoir’s blood bank was a cir
culating one as is Durham’s.
When the need for blood be
came so great, the blood bank

moved into Ft. Belvoir to ser
vice the dying man.
The Durham chapter of the
American National Red Cross
will sponsor its fall blood draw
ing next Tues. - Thurs., 1-5
p.m., Strafford Room, MUB.
Students under 21 must ob
tain parents’ jiermission before
they can donate. Forms are
available in all housing units.
Upperclassmen under 21 will
need a new permission for this
year’s drawing. Commuter per
missions may be secured at the
MUB reception desk.
No appointments are neces
sary, but if one is desired, the
donor may call 868-5511, Ext.
317 Sunday or Monday and one
can be arranged.
Faculty are requested to do
nate on Wednesday to insure
prompt processing.

DM S Badges Given
To 13 B y A rm y R O T C
Thirteen
Army
Reserve
Officer Training Corps cadets
at the UNH were awarded
Distinguished Military Service
badges in ceremonies here
Tuesday and Wednesday.
The badges were presented to
the cadets, all seniors, at the
weekly ROTC Review Parade
at Memorial Field at 3:15 p.m.
Tuesday. Wednesday morning
the cadets were personally con
gratulated
and
presented
fromed certificates of merit by
Maj. Gen. Benjamin F. Evans,
Jr., commanding general of the
XIII Corps and Fort Devens,
Mass.
Cadets receiving the award
have been in the upper 10 per
cent of their ROTC class and
the upper half of their academic
class for four years. The badge
also indicates receipt of a cer
tificate of outstanding achieve
ment at ROTC summer camp
training.
Recipients of the award are
automatically eligible for ap
pointment as second lieuten
ants in the Regular Army upon
their graduation from the Uni
versity.
Recipients of the awards
were:
From New Hampshire —
George W. Endress, Gorham;

Allen W. Keener, Durham; John
C. Perkins, Concord; Thomas
H. Richards, Greenland; Brooks
de W. Smith, Keene; Stephen
A. Virgin, Concord; and Roy
E. Whalen, Plaistow.
From
Massachusetts—Wel
don S. Bosworth, Jr., Lynnfield;
Stephen P. Camuso, Stoneham;
and Francis E. Noonan, Jr.,
Lynn.
From Maine— Gene F. Math
ews, Anson.
From Connecticut^—Harry W.
Durgin, Newington.
Hobelmann, Rockville.

Prince Awarded
Hitchcock Scholarship
David G. Prince, a graduate
of Towle High School in New
port, has been awarded the
Prof. L. W. Hitchcock scholar
ship award given at the annual
meeting of the Tri-County Eltctrical Association recently.
A senior at UNH, Prince is
the son of Dr. William M.
Prince, director of the New
Hampshire Health Department’s

Student Senate
Amendment Told
The following is a proposed
amendment to the Student
Senate Constitution:
Article 4, Section 20 d 4,
li The Board shall consist
of seven members. There shall
be two senators and five non
senators on each board. There
shall be at least two representa
tives from each o f the Sophomlorev Junior and
Senior
classes
(Except for spring
appointments, no f r e s h m a n
»nal] be eligible.)
II. All applicants must have
a 2.2 accumulative average.
III. Each member o f the
board shall have one and only
one vote. The chairman shall
be elected by the respective
board.
Five members shaH
constitute a quorum.
IV. All appointments for
MJB and WJB must me made
jointly by the President o f Stu
dent Senate and the particular
Senate having one vote and the
board as a whole having one
vote. A candidate must receive
both of these votes to be
a member of MJB or WJB,.
the approval of the Student
Senate.
Delete the last- sentence in
Article 4, Section 20 d 4 pres
ently reading that a minimum
of two members of the board
shall be senators.
Division of Communicable Dis
eases.
Other scholarship winners an
nounced this week include: Ken
neth R. Dunlap, Jr. of Ports
mouth, a senior majoring in
microbiology; Barbara Jewett
of Washington Crossing, Pa.,
and Ronald G. Nadeau of Man
chester, both seniors majoring
in chemistry, have been awarded
$500 scholarships by the Russel
J. Eddy Foundation of Keene.
George Cizinauskas of Salem
Depot, has been awarded a full
tuition scholarship provided by
the New Hampshire Bankers,
Association. Cizinauskas is a
graduate student n the Whittemore School of Business and
Economics.

